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r NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OF CANADA

A,SSOCIATE COMMITTEE ON SOIL AND SNOW MECHANICS

TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM NO.3

The Interrelation of Soil Mechanics and the Oesign

and Operation of Vehicles

A: INTRODUCTION

The trafficability of any vehicle is related to the
ground over which it operates. For successful operation the
ground must provide (a.) support for the vehicle and (b) the
necessary reaction to the tractive forces of the vehicle. In
peacetime, vehicle designers were concerned in general, only
with good, hard surfaced roads. Thus the question of soil
mechanics did not present itself as a very important factor
in vehicle design until the wartime problem of the design
and operation of cross-country combat vehicles developed.

E. G. McKibben (1) has stated that: "Cross-country
combat vehicles are immobilized by (i) an increase in the
resistance to their motion, and (ii) a decrease in the trac
tion for producing motion. Increased resistance to motion is
caused by (a) decreased soil support under transport mechanisms
and (b) increased adhesion of soil to the moving parts of these
TIlechanisms. The former results in excessive sinkage with no
belly clearance, and the latter causes clogging of moving parts.
Reduced traction results from (a) decreased friction between
traction surfaces and the soil; (b) decreased friction between
soil surfaces; (c) decreased shearing strength of the soil;
(d) increased adhesion of mud between grousers. The study
of possible solutions of these basic questions i.e. increased
resistance to motion and reduced traction, and their related
specific problems, indicates that until both qualitative and
quantitative data are available on all these problems there
can be no sound design procedure. There can also be no
logical defence of recommended designs or even intelligent
debate of the relative merits of competing or controversial
designs 'I.

The aim of this memorandum is to outline the nature
of these basic problems associated with the interrelation of
soil mechanics and the design and operation of vehicles, and
to present a digest of the approaches to the solutions of
these problems which have been followed by various organizations.

B: RECENT MILITARY INTEREST

l -a) Great Britain:

As a result of the increased use of cross-country
combat vehicles in the World War of 1939-1945, it became
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apparent to the military authorities of s~ch countries as the
United Kingdom and the United states of America that their
respective Ordnance Departments had been designing cross·
country vehicles without the aid of factual data on the effects
of the various elements that influence cross-country operation.
Many trial runs of vehicles in mud had been conducted, but th~pe

were few quanti tati ve measurements of the -ac tuaj,: drawbar pUll's
developed by various vehicles in different soils under varied
conditions.

In Great Britain, as a preliminary to the invasion
of Northwest Europe, the problem arose in Februu,", 1944, of
enabling vehicle performance to be fo••cast by the provision
of soil maps and meteorological data. ~1s .~oblem was inves
tigated by collaboration between the IOhool of Tank Technology,
Ministry of Supply, Army Operational Research Group, Inter
Service Topographical Department, and the.~rologicalOffice
(Air Ministry). This investigation brought forth the realiza
tion that much qualitative and quantitative information was
required on the various factors which influence cross-country
operation. To facilitate research into these matters the
British Mud-CrossinG Committee was formed in JUly, 1944.

The members of the Committee represent the following
organizations:

Directorate of Tank Design, Ministry of Supply
Directorate of Mechanization, Ministry of Supply
Inter-Services Topographical Department
Directorate of Mechanical Engineering, Nar Office
Directorate of Royal Armoured Corps (T), War Office
Assault Training and Development Centre
Meteorological Office, Air Ministry
Hoad Research Laboratory, Department of Scientific

and Industrial Research
School of Tank Technology, Military College of Science
Army Operational Research Group
Rothampstead Experimental Station
Fighting Vehicle Proving Establishment, Ministry of Supply
National Institute of Agricultural Engineering

The aim of the committee was, in brief, to investi
gate and advise on the effect of soil characteristics on the
performance of track-laying A.F.V's in general, and the per
formance of such vehicles over soft mud or boggy ground in
particular.

(B-b) United states of America:

In the United States of America~ the first approach
to a quantitative determination of the performance of various
vehicles in mud appears to have begun early in 1943, at the
Ordnance Desert Proving Ground, Camp Seeley, California.
By flooding sections of the desert, mud courses were prepared
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and by the use of a field dynamometer truck with a hydraulic
brake cylinder and pressure gauge as a measuring element~

maximum drawbar pulls were determined. This work was the
first step, but control of the condition of the courses was
very erratic and difficult to obtain, and the accuracy of
the results was open to considerable question.

In Febr-uar-y , 1944, the Aberdeen Proving Grou.nz:.: leased
the USB of the facilities of the Department of Agriculture!s
Farm Tillage Machinery Laboratory at Auburn, Alabama, fCiI"'

conducting controlled mud tests. These facilities were develop
ed by the Department of Agriculture to test tillage ma hinery
in various types of soils and were capable of measuring ~hc

drawbar pull and resistance to traction of light vehicls2 in
selected soils. In order, however, to determine the charac~Gris

tics of the tracks and tires used on all the Ordnance vehicles,
it wa s t.hough t necessary to have a controlled testing ['ac::iJ:Lt,'/
established by the Ordnance Department. 'Ellis fac:1.lity viu: t.()

be similar to the one at Auburn but on a much lar,;er :-;(::-"}:-1,

Due to the limited amcun t of information available TeJr des:)
ing facilities of this kind and upon the c onduc t i ng ('1' L;ud
tests, s t ep s were taken to secure this informa tion r,

The Society of Automotive EnGineers Tractor ;U~

Emer-geric y CornmLt.t.e e was requested by the Ordnance CeJT';'::; v 3'"."

up an lHivisory Mud 'resting Committee composed of repr8:3''OnLr; ~;i v e..
from both the a.u tomotive and trae tor indus tr i83 to ~; t "ely tn e
entire problem and f'ur-n Lah information on the pr-c c edUl'e', ;J('l

equipment for controlling soil conditions, and the in trument:
and operating procedure in conducting t.e s t a , This cO::l1n:'.tL··;,c
was established at ilub urn , .Alabama, in September, 1~)4/>i:. the
members representing the following organizations:

Allis Chalmers ManufacturinG Company
Ut.Lca Proving':"}rounds of the Chrysler Corporation
Ca terpillar tractor Company
Milford :Proving Grounds of General Motors Cor-p cr a t Lori
Cleveland 'I'l'a,; tor Company
·'L'c:s tone ':Cl,re and Rubber Company
Interna tional Harves ter Compariy
Mas s e y-eHar-r Le Company (of t he lJnited states o~' f\l:1t:cLC:f::)

The Ordnance Research and Development Centre,
Maryland, was to provide the facilities and Personnelro~

carrying but the work, and the United ~)tates Department 0:.'

Agr iculture to rr ovide f'ac iIi ties and I' er-s onrie L for' c on s u-; tn ..
tion at the Tillage ]!,iachinery Laboratory at Aub ur-n , Alabc);lH.

(B-e) Canada:

In Canada an Associate Committee on Soil and Snov
MechanLc s of the National Research Coune il of' :~anada Via:3

instituted in April, 1945, follOWing discussions between
representatives of the Council, Army Engineer1ng Design
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Branch of the Department of Munitions and Supply, the Canadian
Army (Directorate of Operational Hesearch and Directorate of
Vehicles and Small Arms) and other interested [,roups" 'I'h e
initial purpose of this committee was to consider the military
problems under review by the corresponding groups in the
United states and Great Britain, from the Canadian point
of view, and to make such contributions to their solution as
appear possible. Participation of the National Research Council
in this work is closely linked with the possibility of eventual
ly extending the initial work in relation to the special problems
of civilian land transportation in Canada, with special refer
enre to travel over snow and muskeg and to the design of agri
cultural machinery.

C: BASIC PROBLEMS

The question of trafficability in relation to the
character of the terrain has become important 'in time of war,
because military strategy has demanded that military vehicles
be capable of travelling almost anywhere, avoiding ronds and
highways whenever possible.::iince military vehicles must
usually be armoured and therefore heavy, the protl?m of
increasing flotation and so of lowering unit bearlng pressure
has IpJ to the development of the track-laying vehicle.

There thus developed the transi t Lcn from tlle wheel
ed military vehicle -- for use on roads and hic.,hways and only
exceptionally for cross-country movement, to the trad:-layer

C' use in cross-country performance with the addedroquire
ment of being able to travel on roads within the rear lines
of c ommunLc a t Lcn without causing excessive dama ge , This
transi tion was empirical in its initial stages, wi t h the
half-track as evidenc e of the attempt to unite mob 11i t;~/ 'iii ttl
tpafficability, thus retaining ease of steering 'flhr at
the same time gaining flotation.

The basic problems for both wheeled and tracked
vehicles are similar. Unit pressure is, of COur'38, greater
for ~hGels than for tracks, but in both cases the problem
of tractive soil stresses arises, albeit in different degree.
111

] 8 pr ob Lem of the design of tread modifications for tLr e s
is analogous to the question of dimensions of BI'OUS0rS for
track shoes. '3ince, however, cross-country p er-I'or-manc e
is of major immediate importance, the question of track
layers will alone be dealt with in this report.

It has been suggested by E. «, Micklethwait (2)
that: "a modern tank t r-ac k should have adequate s upp cr-t
and traction under the widest possible range of conditions
and should have low rolling resistance on soft crouncl 0 I'he s e
questions are intimately bound up with the properties of tbe
soLi upon which the tank is operating. It is, t.here r or-e , of
the greatest importance to study the properties of typical
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classes of soil in order to have some idea how one track will
compare with another on averaGe soils of various types and
under different weather conditions. The question of support
is, of course, bound up with an examination of actual grol~~d

pressure and the question of traction also clearly involves
a knowledge of soil properties and in particular their resist
ance to failure in shear. This includes the study of factors
governing the choice of depth, width, and distribution of
grousers. Nith regard to rolling resistance, it must be clear
that on soft ground a large part of the power developed by
the engine is devoted simply to squashing down the ground
which may absorb hundreds of horsepower. If the power wasted
in this way could be reduced, the speed and range of the
tank would immediately be increased without any alteration
to the engine or transmission. II •

A further problem is presented in Canada as cross-'
country perform:Lcc is considered, and that is the question
of over-snow as con~ared with over-soil trafficability. Over
snow travel, of course, involves much lower unit preSSlITe
than average soil-going, and ~now has many characteristics
which are different from those of both ccLosive and cohesion
less soils. 'rhe Canadian committee is also very much concern~

cd with the problem of traffi~ability over muskeg, the
characteristics of which procaLly bear little resemblance
to those of either snow or the COI'lWlon inorganic soils"

D: SPECIFIC PROBLEMS

The basic problem of improving the trafficability
of tracks involves many separate and specific problems. An
analysis of the factors affecting the interrelation of soil
mechanics and tracked vehicles results in a breakdown as
shown in Appendix A. Many of the questions, although speci
fic, bear a definite relation to one another. For example,
the sinkage of a vehicle in operation is related to the
question as to whether it has been designed with open or
closed tracks. The numbered factors in the Appendix
(including their breakdown) will be treated as separate
items because, in general, they have each been investigated
as separate problems.

The design of a vehicle involves certain factors
~hich affect its trafficability. These can be listed as
follows:

I. Belly clearance:
2. Drive sprocket arrangement:
30 Material (adhesion):
4. Bearing surface or area (pressure distribution)
50 Grousers (grouser ground pressure):
6. Open or closed tracks

The last four can be grouped as defining the type of track.
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operation of a vehicle involves other factors
affecting it~ trafficability. These are:

7. Soil conditions:
80 Rolling resistance:
90 Effect of the disturbance of the soil:

Much work and research has been carried out i the past twenty
years on the above specific problems. A digest of the infor
mation gathered during the past six mori ths conc er-n i.ng wha t
has been done on each problem is now presented.

(
n 1)lJ- ... Belly Clearance

As was stated in ~he introduction, decreased soil
,~UDD0rt und er- t he t r-ansp or-t; mc c hani sm will r-e suLt in excess
ive penetration evel~ ~G the point where there is no lODcer
clearance between the body or frame of the vehicle and the
:30],10 Cor-r-e ap ondLng resistan. '~o mc tLon may be decreased
"oJ increasing the f'r-ame and b ou c Lear-aric e , chat is, the
distance between the bottom of the trn~k and the bottom of
tho hulla In this way, no power would bo wasted in bull
dozin; the vehicle forward in the case 0~ soft ground where
the penetration vias excessiv8,-L'h;_3 s o Lu t Lcn is Li.mt t ed ,
however, by the fact that increased clearances mean the
exp c s Lng of a larger t ar-gc t to cn ern. t"'»J..}.'E) ar.trj 0.. h l gher-
c cntr e of gravity with decreased :]t;::JtYllt.y arid thus
im:;.,,,-,,ir·ed uniformity of pressure dis t rlb ut.Lon ,

It was determined in studios o~ flotstion at
~~ar:lp 30eley, Cal i fornia, in Augus t , 1 ~>+'t 0,1.) that in
muc1 arid snow, traction and braund. c Le ar anc o ',;81''3 more
important than flotation for the tra~fic8bility of tracked
verde Le s ,

A report (1.2) was issued on tho tractive resistance
tests of the 105 mm , airborne HovrJ.L'cr tractor, ';;ith and
vii thout s k Ld pans a t Auburn, j'.laba;";ij in October, H.i44 0 It
vms I'o und that extremely high pulls ,,"Jere required to move
t owcd loads t hr cugh soft, deep mud b e, ..'n.Ll::JC of the tendency
Gf the load to sink into the mud , J\S i. r esu.l t s k.Ld pa, Co

wer-e d e s Lgned to Gover the ipre[",ulu' s ur-f'uc e s of. the gun
carriages and present a smooth streamlined surface which
~ould increase the flotation and decrease the tractive
resistance and'the tendency of the 2arriases to dig in and
pu.sh mud ahead of thell. It was concluded that incorporation
of the skid pans Greatly reduced the traotive resistance
when towed in terrain wher-e the p ene t r-a t Lcn of the whe e Ls
exceeds the ground or belly clearance of the undercarriage •

. rom trials at Chaklala, India, April, 1944 (103)
it was concluded that the Locust was inferior in a bog to
the stuart M3A3 and Carrier ?15 due rrimarily to the lack of
adequate belly clear3nce.
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In a report (1.4) on a visit to Australia and New
Guinea, it was noted that the strong point of the Australian
tracked truck, 1 ton, was its very hieh clearance compared
with the British armoured carrier. This enabled it to act
as a load carrier over terrain too swampy to take any other
known vehicle.

In reports M.C. 61 and 82 (1.5, 1.6) on comparative
trials held on Somerset coastal sites in England with various
A.F.V. tracks in May and June, 1945, results were tabled
after three to five rlli1S und.er the heading "Residual Belly
Clearance". The effect was observed of a number of vehicles
following the same route, on a single track with an underlay
er of firm clay, and it was concluded that this test emphasiz
ed the value not only of belly clearance but the necessity
for bulldozing ability.

The U.S. Mud 'l'esting Committee concluded in
February, 1945 (1.7) that vehicles are liable to fail by
reason of external or internal conditiuns, for example, by
bellying and subsequent lack of sufficient traction.
Failure will always be liable to occur through the vehicle
encountering external conditions s~wpassing its limits
of mud-crossing capacity.

(D-2) Drive Sprocket Arrangement

This factor can very properly be related to the
question of the effect of disturbances on the soil. The
velocity in:parted to the track by a sprocket, which neces
sarily has polygonal pitch lines, is not uniform. This
causes the characteristic clattering of the track, which
involves certain losses of a dynamical character. The
theoretical evaluation of these losses is not easy. Some
investigations were carried out in this regard in connection
with chain transporters designed for materials in bulk.. There
are, however, very few investigations in regard to tracks.
A theoretical evaluation was made in July, 1944 (2.1) '[hich
showed that a short pi t c n was better from the s t andp o i.: t of
reducing the shocks and clattering which result from the
lack of propulsion uniformity.

Another factor to be considered when discussing
sprocket drive arrangement is the question of front versus
rear drive. The Germans in 1936 (2.2) measured the move
ment resistance for various driving track mechanisms in
relation to speed and the results showed that a rear drive
increases the movement resistance because the rear drive
sprocket also carries the vehicle's weight.

(D-3) Material (Adhesion)

This fac tor has been repeated in the br-eak.lo:..r.
becau8e it is of importance in regard to both the body and
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the tracko For example, if the body is made of a material
which does not shed the soil easily, then obviously more and
more load is added to the vehicle in travelling over say,
bas, and this results in an increase in unit pressure which
in turn causes excessive penetration until finally the vehicle
will be bogged down. In the case of a track made of a materi
al to which soil sticks, the result may be that the effect
ive grouser height is reduced in travelling over bog and
this in turn will reduce the traction which will lower the
trafficability of the vehicle.

It was stated by Major w. C. Christopher (3.1),
Automotive Chief, Aberdeen Proving Ground, in December, 1944
that "the tracks currently in production and under develop
ment can be divided basically into two types, the rubber
track and the steel track. Assuming that a track has all
good properties, such as adequate flotation, durability,
does not throw easily, etc., the criterion of a rubber
track is traction. The coefficient of traction of a rubber
track is very good on hard dry surfaces. This coefficient
rapidly falls off as the surface becomes wet, frozen or
mUddy. The rubber grouser cannot be as aggressive as is
required to operate over slick, muddy or frozen ground, so
a steel grouser can be attached to the rubber track to give
the vehicle a sufficient coefficient of traction to meet
most off-the-road requirements. This was proven without
a question of doubt in the mud dynamometer testing conducted
by the Ordnance Research and Development Centre in 1944.
Inberently, with a rubber track also, better bogie life
is experienced and this is extremely impOrtant now that
\'Ie have to make bogies out of synthetic rubber. One of
the biggest objections to steel tracks is the so-called
tendency to skate when a vehicle is so equipped. Also,
it goes without saying that in off-the-road service under
muddy conditions the cleaning properties of a track also
seriously affect traction and the rubber track cleans better
under- all conditions." .

In a study of l!soil dynamicsl! by M. L. Nichols
1925 (3.2), research was made into the mechanical properties
of soil as they affect implement design with a view to
handling the extremely sticky and tenacious soils of
Alabama. Fr-om the studies made it seemed possible to lay
down tentatively certain fundamental laws in sliding
friction between metal surface and the soil, remembering
that these hold only between certain limits.

(a) "Pr ic tion Phase:" In a dry soil if the soil does
not wet the slider, and the bearing power of a soil is less
than the applied pressure, the coefficient of sliding friction,

U', varies with the speed, the pressure per unit area, the
.smoothness of the strface and the materials of which the
surfaces consist.
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(b ) :'c·'riction Phase": If the bearing power of a soil
is greater than the pressure per unit area and the slider
does not get wet, the magnitude of the friction is pro
portional to the total pressure between the two surfaces.
The value of Dr depends upon the smoothness of the surfaces
and the materials of the surfaces but is independent of the
area of contact and of the speed of slidingo

(c) It stic tion Phase: If' If there is enough mois ture
present to cause the soil to adhere to the sliding surface,
but not enough to leave moistupe brought to the surface,
then Dr varies with the speed, the area of contact, the
pressure per unit area, the surface tension of the film
moisture, and the surface and kind of metal.

(d) "S1iction Phase:!! If there is enough moisture
present to give a lubricating effect, Dr varies with the
pressure per unit area, the speed, the moisture content,
the viscosity and the smoothness of the surface and amount
of material of which the surface is composedo

It will be seen that the coefficient of sliding
friction is a dynamic and constantly varying factor ratller
than a fixed quantity and that in any soil it is affected by
moisture content and particle size. The importance of these
factors in practical plow design is obvious. In the (a)
phase, a shape that would give the least surface speed of
soil over the metal surface and the least pressure per unit
area of contact would give the least frictional resistance.

The study of physical properties of the soil as
they affect implement design was continued by Nichols
in 1927 (3.3). Particular attention was given to adhesion
and it was found that the adhesive properties of the metal
can be varied by various heat treatments, rapid C00 ing
in mercury giving the least adhesion.

Nichols continued his s t udy of " s oil dynamics II

in 1939 (3.4). The studies of the friction of soil and
metal showed that the increased pull caused by the adhesion
of the soil to metal was due lareely to the colloid contene
of the soilo The place in the moisture range of soil at
which adhesion took place was affected by both the metal
and soilo The maximum cohesive power of the soil state
was also found to be in direct proportion to colloid. content.
A new method of measuring adhesion of soil to metal Das
evolved. This consisted of measuring capillary pull (·.·I~rt

ed by metal on water and comparing this to the capillary
pull of a metal whose adhesion to soil had been measured
by the slider method.

studies of adhesi~n between soil and metal
surfaces were made by M. L. Nichols and Fo Ae Ku.'7lli1cr in
1935 (305). A group of metals extending over a wide
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range of chemical composition was selected. 'The structure
of the metals was determined by metallographic methods and
varied by standard heat treatments. Soil solutions of a
group of 30ils varying in chemical properties were displaced
from field soils and used in the special testing apparatus
to measure the spreading angle of the solution on the metal.
This anBle was used as a measure of the traction between
a metal and a soil solution. Iiletals in which the various
ingredients are held in solid solution have a low spread
ing angle which is apparently due to the lack of separation
between the ingredients. Metals with free graphitic carbon,
such as cast iron, have a great attraction for the soil
solution. It was found that impurities, when segregated,
r:1aterially increased the variations in surface potential
and it is believed that the difference in potential between
the different grains of the metal materially affects the
spreading angle and consequently the adhesion of the soil
t.o the metal.

In further studies on the development of reduced
friction surfaces and materia13 fer experimental plows
by F. A. Kummer, 1938 (306) comparative field tests were
conducted at the Black Belt stations of Alabama and Mississippi
wi th bottom plows , impregnated wood en surfaces or standnrd
steel mold boards. In order to determine the extent t.o
which various factors contribute to scouring, the materials
were subjected to sliding friction and adhesion tests in the
laboratory. The results of tests from sliding friction on
metal shuwed that under the same conditions considersbly
less force was required to pull the steel sliders over
the soil. It has been generally conceded that adhesion
between soil and metal is caused by the competition of.' the
soil and plow surface for film moisture, ;Since greased or
waxed surfaces do not compete strongly for SUC.L1 moisture,
it is believed that the improvod scouring of impregnated
surfaces is caused by the iecreased competitive action betwen
the two solids.

In a consideration by the British Mud-Grossing
Committee, February, 1945 (3.'7) of the mud crossing pro-,
parties of tracked vehicles, in the light of the plastic
behaviour of clay, it was stated that the degree of ad
herence of clays to metal depends upon the metalo

In a study of the results of comparative trials ~

Somerset coastal sites with various A.F.V. tracks in soft
ground conditions (Me 82, March, 1945) (308) it was de t er-»
mined that the steel track had greater tractive po~ er than
rubber. It Vias thought that this pointed to a pr-ob ab i Ii ty'
that actual surface adhesion of the track material to the
soil was a greater factor than appeared to be generally
realized.
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In a report by the 21st Army Group, April, 1945 (3.9)
it was indicated that during a drive to the south by the 1st
Canadian Army from the neighborhood of Nijmegen to Gech,
uncontrollable skids were experienced by the Shermans on the
frozen roads and these were more frequent with the steel than
with the rubber chevron tracks. The Valentine track had greater
adhesion on ice-covered roads than other types. Units of the
1st Canadian Army ware unanimous in stating that on ice-cov
ered roads rubber chevron tracks gave better adhesion than
the steel.

Various trials have been carried out by the Austra
lian Operational Research Section in Australian New Guinea
with the object of determining the best type of tank track
for use over mUddy ground (3.10). One of the conclusions
was that the metal tracks of the Matilda tank are mor6
effective than the rubber tracks of the Grant and Sherman,
and that further, the Sherman fitted with metal tracks
was more efficient in crossing mud than when fitted with
rubber tracks.

(D-4) Bearing Surface (Pressure Distribution)

The support that the ground must provide is influenc
ed by a number of factors of vehicle design. These include
(a) the vehicle ground pressure which depends on the lenGth,
width of track, and weight of vehicle; and (b) the load
distribution on the track as influenced by the number and
location of the bogie wheels, the location a~d shift of
the centre of gravity, and the pitch and tension of the
track.

In a study by J. W. Randolph and M. L. Nichols in
1924 (4.1) of the fundamental factors influencing the traction
of wheeled tractors it was found that the factor of great-
est importance was the weight upon the wheels. An exten-
sive study had been made by the Alabama Folytechnic Insti
tute at Auburn on the effect of weight on tractiono

In a German publication of September 1933 (4.2)
there is a graph showing the influence of load on wheel
size and rolling resistance. Another German pUblication
of 1937 (4.3) gives a graph representing the same vehicle
with its centre of gravity in three positions:

(a) nose
(b) centre
(c) tail.

The graph showed that (a) is the best type of agricultural
tractor because its traction was best. The same result
was also given by a Russian publication called the
"Theory of the Auto tl by Chudakov.
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In a discussion by Me~rit(4.4) of the design of
1]' ;:::,h-speed tracked vehicles (1939) it was indicated that,
in general, an increase of length tends to improve the
possibility of good riding properties over irregular ground,
but in all other respects increases of dimension or of weight
add to difficulties of design. The problems of suspension
were outlined in regard to track pr-of t I.o that is the number
and disposition of the bogie wheels anJ. the way in which
they are inter-connected and constrained with reference to
obstacle crossing capacity. The discussion included the
question of load distribution curves and damping rates for
the various wheels. It stated that a multi-wheel is better
than a four-wheel arrangement due to the smaller effect of
the surface waves of short pitch in relation to the track
base of the vehicle.

E. G. McKibben (4.5) carried out a large amount
of research on the question of transport wheels for
agricultural machines. In March, 1940, he and J. Brownley
Davidson, both at Iowa Agricultural Experimental Station,
in cooperation with the S.A.E., determined the effect of
wheel arrangment on rolling resistance. They gave data
for the rollins resistance of single, dual and tandem
arrangements of 6.00-16 implement tires when operated at
loads of 500-1000 pounds per tire on blue grass, tilled
loam and blue sand. The rolling resistance for the dual
arrangement did not differ greatly from that with a sin-
gle tire. Of the throe dual spacings studied, 8, 12 and
16 inches apart, only the intermediate 12 inch spacing
appeared to have 'a slight advan t age , 'Phe tandem arrangement
rnaterially reduced the rolling resistance, particularly
on the heavier load on loose sand, where the reduction was
34~~o Repeated t;· -'- .;... 3 of single wheels run in the same t r-ac k
confirmed results obtained with the tandem ar-r-anjemen t ar. :
emphasized the gain in power quantity to be obtained by
arranging t'or- the wheels on field equipment to trl'~;~

vhenever practicableQ

In July, 1940, EQ GQ McKibben and Jo Bo Davidson
pub lishod an ar bLc Le (406) on the "Ef'f'ec t of Radius and
Slippage of 'ivheels!! 0 'I'he loaeled radii and distances of
forward travel per revolution were measured for all the
steel wheels and pneumatic tires used in the rolling
resistance studies reported in carlier articles. The
effect of radii and slippages were concluded from these
da ta 0 Slippage occur-red in all tes ts on agricul t'J.." j,::'
soi1so This slippage was approximately proportional to
the square of the coefficient of rolling resistance.

Vehicle pressure tests were also carried out at
Ottawa by the National Research Gouncil of Canada in January,
1944 (4.7). 'I'he gauge used was of the pr-e s s ur-e plate type,
6" in diameter, built to assimilate the action of the
Tellermine 42. The gauge acted by mutual inductance and
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phase cnncellation. Measurements by electric gauges of the
load under the tracks of a snowmobile, also by the National
Research Council 8.1; ct;ta.:n in February,1944 (4.8) indicated
that the load exerted by the track is extremely variable,
also that a track without projections beneath the bogies
might give a more uniform distribution of the load and
much smaller penk loads.

The U.S. Mud Testing Committee, under the super
vision of the S.A.E. carried out flotation and traction
studies at Aberdeen Maryland, in February, 1944 (4.9) and
arrived at the following specific conclusions:

(a) An increase in width of a closed track with
short straight grousers has little effect on the trac
tive coefficient of clay, in dry condition, but it does
increase the tractive coefficient in loam, and extends
the operating range in the moist-loose conditions of
both courses;

(b) the wide track was the most satisfactory of all
tracks. tested in all conditions of both clay and loam
courses;

{c') an i.,ncrease in track width of a c Loe e d track
with short' Bt~~Ight grousers caused an increase of trac
tive resis~ance in dry-firm conditions of both loam and
clay courses.

It was also determined that the five track types
tested had the same 'tractive resistance relationship in
dry-firm conditions of both clay and loam courses.

In a British report of March, 1944 (4.10) the
effect of track tension on sinkage was considered mathematical
ly as was the effect of size and number of wheels, of long
pitahed tracks and of cl")sely-spaced wheels. Mean ground
pressure was defined as T where 'T' is the weight

p • 2LW
of tank, 'L' is the le~gth of track, 'w' is the width, and 'p'
is in lbs. per sq. ino

E. Wo Micklethwait discussed in July, 1944 (4.11)
the question of pressure distribution and track tension in
detail in his publication "Tracks for Fighting Vehicles".
The study is primarily a theoretical one and involves
some mathematicso It is noteworthy that he discussed
the question of mud-packing beneath the track and rear
sprocket and its effect on track tensiono The effect
of wheels and track lehgth on distribution is also
treated theoreticallyo

It was determined in studies of flotation in
California in August, 1944 (4.12) that a track will either
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sink down until it reaches a sOlid ~ase in mud, or if the mud
is quite thick, sink until it has gained sufficient additional
contact area to support it. It was also determined that in
soft sand the tread design is important only as it affects
flexibilitye However, with tracks in sand. performance is
mainly governed by the degree of loading. It was also report
ed that for the traffic of track vehicles over sand the centre
of gravity should be low.

In a British Mud-Crossing Committee report of August,
1944 (4013) a theoretical treatment is given of the design
of tracks, considering the track variables such as pitch,
width, etce The question of the supporting power of soils
as related to pressure distribution is also treated theoret
icallyo

In November, 1944 (4014) the U.S. Mud Testing
Committee carried out traction tests on 23 tracks and track
combinations and listed their comparative tractive abilities
both in mud and on hard dirt. The variables were track
width, pitch, tread, and pressure distribution. It was
indicated that the size of wheel should be a maximum for
best performance.

A report was issued by the British Mud-Crossing
Committee in November, 1944 (4.15) in which the opinion was
expressed that with a flexible track, long pitch favours
soft ground in performance. It was also indicated in this
report that the soil profile determines whether the long
narrow track is better than the short wide track. The
opinion was given that in general the latter is better.

In a consideration by the British Mud-Crossing
Co~~ittee in November, 1914 (4.16) of the mud-crossing
p er-f'or-manc e of track vehicles in the light of the plastic
behaviour of clay, it was suggested that the maximum use
ful reaction both vertically and horizontally of the soil
would be obtained with a rigid or closely-spaced suspension
with a minimum. of link oscillation.

The effect of the projected area of the grouser
pressure face and the track ground surface area were
compared vii th the trac tive coefficient determined in
the Palmer Test Area mud test in December, 1944 (4.17).
The relative order of the mud test readings agreed per
fectly with that of the grouser pressure face arease
The main advantage of increased track contact area was
to enable the vehicle to maintain road clearance in
adverse muddy conditionse It was also brought out in
the first report on the flotation and traction studies at
Auburn, Alabama, that a track type superior in one soil is
not necessarily superior in all soils. Tests to that
date had indicated that track width will increase the
operating range of the vehicle concerned into the more
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severe course conditions without increasing the drawbar
pull performance in more favourable drier conditions,
while increasing the grouser pressure face area will show
an increase in drawbar pull.

Some work on the trafficabi1ity of different tjTeS
of vehicles with and without loads had been done by the
M.G.O., in India and reported upon in December, 1944 (4.18).
Trials were held over paddy fields in various moistlwe
conditions. It was illustrated by the comparison of the
Locusts TG21, stuart M3A3 and a Carrier T15 that power-to
weight ratio~ are not the only factors on which performance
in mud can be assessed.

In a report of December, 1944 (4.19) on the work
of the British A.O.R.G., it was concluded by trial and
analyses that for the reduction of sinkage it was necessary
that

(a) tracks be wide;
(b) the number of bogie wheels be large;
(c) the track pitch be large;
(d) the radius of the bogie wheels be large.

The maximum sinkage had been calculated taking into account
the number of bogie wheels and track pitch, assuming the
centre of gravity to be aymme tr-Lc a l Ly placed. The result
ing conclusions involved track tension of which very little
was known. Nevertheless, whatever values were selected,
the sinkage of the tanks worked out in the order given, in
trials held at Ayrshire. The relative importance of each
factor was found to vary under different circumstances.
These results compared favourably with theoryo

In a report on "B" Vehicles from C.M.H.Q. of
December, 1944 (4.20) information was given to the effect
that trials were held to compare the performance of the Snow
mobile with that of the M29 Weasel and a Canadian tracked
jeep in traversing mud. Although the theoretical ground
loading of the Snowmobile was less than the Weasel (1~
p.seie, as compared to 2.1 p.s.i.), the weight of the
Snowmobile was not as well distributed as that of the
Vvease1, so that the actual specific ground loading was
believed to be greater than that of the Weasel.

The T36 Snow Cruiser developed by the U.So Forest
Service in January, 1945 (4.21) gave indications of being a
good experimental vehicle by virtue of the large number
of suspension wheels on the track ensuring even distrib
ution of the weight on the track. One of its best fea
tures is its low and longitUdinally symmetrical centre
of gravity which is capable of easy variation.

The U.S. Committee has had carried out considerable
research on the question of weights, eog. the Royal Armoured
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Cor~s Technical Situation Report No. 31 (4.22) issued by the
British Army Staff in Washington to the War Office lists the
relationship of weights to pressures for medium and light.
tanks.

Various types of tracks were tested in comparative
tri[ls held by the British Mud-Crossing Committee in March,
1~45 (4.23). The results were tabulated under the headings
of the different track variables such as width and pitch.
The various types of tracks were tried on the Sherman and
Cromwell tanks. It was felt that grouser depths and extend
ers were the dominant factors and that the long-pitch tracks'
had boen made because they facilitated the addition of a
large extender.

In March, 1945 (4.24) the British Committee under
took to do some ground pressure distribution tests with the
A41 tank using soft s o I l , 'This was as a result of their
comparative trials on Somerset coastal sites with the
Sherman and Cromwell tanks. It gave a fair in(~ ication of
the A41's probable mud crossing performance in relation
to other tanks whose pressure distribution had been
similarly examined. However, the March, 1945, experiments
were carried out to determine what happens to soil with
the various tracks and suspensions during motion. This
was accomplished by ground pressure distribution tests
with piazo-electric cells and cathode ray oscillographs.
The Churchill tank was found to give a more even pressure
distribution than any other tank tested.

In a report on the work of the U.S. Committee
issued in March, 1945 (J .2S) flotation on soft ground and
the effect of track and wheel design was discussed by
mentioning the different means of load distribution to
the track and then to the ground. Various factors affect
ing flotation, for instance, increase of whe e L base and
long track pitch, were described.

In a report on GermanA.F.V's in winter by C.S.I,
21st Army Group, May, 1945 (4.26) it was stated that to
obtain improved traction for their A.F.V's in adverse
conditions, the Germans resorted to widened tracks.

Tests were conducted with a light cargo carrier
M29C (',\leas 01 ) over a Norfolk sand test plot at Auburn,
Alabama, in June, 1945 (4.27). The purpose of these tests
was to determine the effect of various load distributions
and the consequent shifting of the centre of gravity
position on vehicle performance. It was revealed that
the maximum pull occurs at and above approximately 40%
track slippage and that additional dynamometer brake
load results only in more track slippage and does not
increase the drawbar pull value. The composite curves
of drawbar pull versus track slippage, at different
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centres of gravity and with ~arying load distributions,
illustrated the advantage of having a portion of the pay
load ahead of the centre of the vehicle. Tractive resistance
tests of each of a number of varied test conditions were
conducted in conjunction with the drawbar pull tests, that
is, the centre of gravity was varied by placing the pay load
at different spots in the vehicle. Very little difference
in pull was recorded. During these tests the moisture content
of the sand was varied from, 5 to 1210. Cotwse compaction
or density was determined prior to each test by the air
pressure pycnometer as to "total pore space VOlume", that is
tbe lower the percentage of pore space volume, the more com
pact the test soil. Graphs were presented of tractive
resistance versus road speed, and drawbar pull versus
track slip.

(D-5) Grousers

With a smooth track, traction is provided only
by friction between the track and the sroundo With a track
having grousers the friction between the track and the ground
is one factor, but in addition the shear value of the ground
trapped between the grousers is added. In order that this
last factor be fully utilised, the questions of spacing,
height, length and shape of the grousers must be investi-

'gated to determine the requirements for optimum traction,
that is, so that the ground can give the best reaction
to the propelling forces of the track.

At the request of the Gulf Coast Horticultural
Society, in 1924, work was started to find the beet grouser
equipment for t.r-ac t or s in sandy S' j Is of the southern part
of Alabama. Thi.s is described in a study of the fundamental
factors influencing the traction of wheeled tractors by
J. W. Randolph and M. L. Nichols in 1924 (5.1)0 A study of
tractors in the field and factors entering into traction
of wheeled tractors indicated that the problem of traction
can be studied best one factor at a time. Testing equip
ment and methods were devised having a direct relation to
the tractor driving wheels and grousers. The grouser and
wheel-testing equipment consisted essentially of a wheel
mounted so that the input, weight, output, and various
other factors could be measured accurately by means of
calibrated scales. Factors of the tractor which could be
varied at will were width of rim, and size and shape of
the grouser. It was found that the factorS influencing
traction had the following order of importance in Norfolk
sand: the weight upon the wheel, the depth of grouser, the
width of grouser, and the angle of grouser acros~ the rim.

In 1925, the study of fundamental factors influen
cing traction and wheeled tractors was continued (502). It
was determined that with a given width of rim, output increas
ed up to a maximum as the weight carried by the wheel was
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):''(1:'''1:::;[l3ed up to a certain point. ~;'iith further increase in
eiGht the output decreased. The highest force ratio

(Hfficiency) is produced with a weight carried by the wheel
jl',:'t sufficient to force the gr-ous er- into the soil. Output

r.c r-e a s e s vii th the width of the rim when the we Lgh t is
Afficient to force the grousers into the soil. It was
oncluded that the resistance to shear determines the tract-

lve value of the soil. If the soil is confined by a rim
or arch action) the shear area is increased by bringing
'ne line of shear nearer parallel to the surface of the

"['(mncl, tho shear angle of unconfined soil being 45 degrees.
) c compressine action of the rim increases not only the

rice.h action but the shear value per square inch.

J. ~. Randolph pu~ lished a report in 1929 (5.3)
n tho variation of the grouser design factors affecting

~tion. The tractive resistances for different soils
" t.e.Lne.d by vuryLng the factors affecting tractor design

re plotted u s curves. In all cases the formulae for
hese curves were similar, varying only in the constanta
r tho equations. The variation of these constants appeared

1epond largely on the colloid content of the soil.
r oua er- depth, we I gh t disturbance and grouser volume rank

lei t.r.e same order of importance for the soil tested.

In a publication ~i' 1~~9 ,~.1) by C. Culpin it
';,'} jndic~lted that s t udLe s c t.r-uc t c.i- .vhe e La had been
c"l'ied out at many s t a t e c o l Le ge s and unLv er-sLt Le s in
',>,·th America. Davidson and McKibben mad e a detailed
~tudy of tractive efficiency of the farm tractor (5.5).

i.'~ of their c onc Lus Lon s wa s t ha t the principal c aus e s
f a low efficiency is a high rolling resi~tance. Grous

('n', of an excessive Lerig t h were usually rcund to c aus e
~ loss of efficiency due to their high rolling reaist-
EU',:: e but on a loose surface with a firm sub-soil, 9 inch
c:hlusers were better than 6 inch or 7 inch though not as

."1 as 4 inch. On s t Lc ky soils angle Lron grousers
"t ing over the edge of the rim have been found advan

eous for increasing traction. rhe fitting of extensions,
,,,:i:j arid grousers was f'ound more sati.sfactory than in-

:'C','L) inc their' weight 0 Increasing the diameter of wh e e Ls
B0sively from 38 to 52 inches resulted in progressive

In(:,t'U1Si:'ls in tractive efficiency.

In November', 1944 the U.S. Mud 'resting Committee
carried out traction tests on 23 tracks and track com
'ulr0tions and listed their comparative tractive abilities
beth in mud and on hard dirt. The variables were grouser
:,,,ngch, height, grouser ground pressure, grouser gr-ound
,'cD8ure-·.t'ace projected area and a ngl.e ,

In a report by the British Mud-CrossinG Comm i t t e e
November, 1944 (5.6) tbe opinion was expressed that the

tnLnDcr the grouser tho better from an adhesion standpoin~u
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The effect of grouser pressure face and track ground
surface area were compared with the tractive coefficient in
December, 1944 (5.7) by the U.S. Ordnance Research and Develop
ment Centre. The relative order of the Mud Test ratings agreed
perfectly with that of the grouser pressure face areas. 'I'he
main advantage of increased track contact area was to enable
the vehicle to malntain road clearance in adverse muddy con
ditions. It was also brought out in the first report on
flotation and traction studies at Auburn, Alabama, that a
track type superior in one soil is not necessarily superior
in all. soils.

Tests to that date indicated that track width will
lncrease the operating range of the vehicle concerned into
more severe course conditions without increasing the drawbar
pull performance in the more favourable drier conditions,
while increased grou3er pressure face area will show an
increase in drawbar pull.

In comparative trials with various A.F.V. tracks
reported in January, 1945 (5.8), the cross-country perform
ance of the :::;herman tanks in conditions of extremely soft
going were compared with tracks as follows:

(a) standard steel chevrons with extended end
c onnector-s ,

(b) standard steel chevrons with universal
grousers.

It was concluded that the additional traction given by
the grousers was outstanding.

Some specific conclusions were arrived at in flot
ation and traction studies carried out by the U.S. Mud
Committee at the Aberdeen Froving Ground in F'ebr-uar-y , 1945
(5.9) :

(a) A closed track with chevron grousers is more
effective than one w1th straight grousers of the same
height in extending the operating range in moist-loose
conditions of the clay course, while these two tracks
develop approximately the same tractive coefficient in
dry-firm conditions of this same course;

(b) a closed track with straight grousers develops
a greater tractive coefficient than one with chevron
grousers of the same height in all conditions of the
loam course;

(c) an increase in grouser height of a wide, open
track with straight grousers causes a large increase of
tractive resistance in all conditions of both loam and
clay.
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It was concluded ti8.t for maximum performance in mUd,
grousers should be of sufficient size to transmit the maximum
t.cactive effort of the vehicJ.e in low gear at full throttle.
Five types of tracks were tested with different grousers and
dimensions on two courses, clay and loam, and many specific
conclusions were arrived at regarding tractive resistance and
grouser Ground pressure.

Another report of March, 1945 (5.10) gives a descrip
tion of the p La t yp us grouser and of trials held near Cleve,
Italy over water-logged ground, each tank takins a virgin
path. 'I'he trial was a comparative one between platypus and
s t andar-d t r-ac k s on c oncre te and bituminous highway in order
to determine damage done to the road by each type. The con
clusions were that (a) the .sher-man tank track fitted with
platypus grousers gives superior p er-f'cr-manc e in mud to other
standard or extended end connectors; and (b) the platypus
will do more damage than the standard track on road when
s t e erLrig in short radius or when running along the road
edges.

As tl result of' comparative trails held on Somerset
coastal sites with various A.P.V. tracks in soft ground con
dition~ in Marcrl, 1945 (5.11) various grousers were discussed
i.~enerally und it vre e felt that grouser depth was one of the
dominant factors in improving trafficability of tanks and
~.B.V'S. Lists were siven of the relative merits of various
tracks with variable grouser dimensions. Results were tabled
fer various tracks under the heading !!ITrac t Lon " for the Sherman,
Cromwell, I'anther, and Cln.<p:.::h.ill tanLs 0 'I'he results were fully
described in regard to (1) method of analysis (2) details
of tests (3) investigations of statistical significance.

Pressure cone versus applied load studies on model
grousers were carried out at Auburn, Alao in April, 1945
(5.12). These are described in detail in the section on
11>'3oil Conditions".

In the ?ienza area, Italy, over which the 8th
i:;ritish Ar-my had been fighting, a "rat grouser" was develop
ed whi.c h wa s 9!l longer than the width of the track and
fitted to alternate track plates. It was found to perform
very well in the sodden soil of that area.

The U. ,S. l\'ludl'esting Committee reported in May,
1945 (5.13) -than an M5Al high-speed tractor traCK had been
de s t gned to give a t hr-e e-ep o Ln t contact since the apex of
one grouser and trw sides of two grousers occur on each link.

The TDG Snow Cruiser developed by the u.s. Forest
ervice indicated the value of a low departure an81e, ensuring

track tension in the line of the track in contact with the
gI'ound 2nd hence the absence of distortion of the track on
the groW1d.
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In his "Tracks for Fighting Vehicles" July,· 1944
(5.14) E. We Micklethwait studies the question of rolling
resistance on hard ground in detail. The study is a
theoretical one in the main, but many test results are
included. These results were obtained from reports of
the Mechanization Experimental Establishmente

(D-6) Open or Closed Tracks

This question involves both the problems of self
cleaning and of bearing pressureo Some authorities have
felt very strongly that the open track is desirable because
of better cleaning but the question is still open as to
whether it can give bearing pressures better than or even
equal to that of the closed track.

Some specific conclusions were arrived at in
studies carried out by u.s. Mud Testing Committee at the
Aberdeen Proving Ground in February, 1945 (601): (a) On
dry-firm conditions of the clay course, an open track with
short straight grousers developed a greater tractive coef
ficient than did a closed track baving the same grouser
height, while on dry-firm conditions of the loam course,
the two tracks developed approximately the same tractive
coefficient; (b) on moist-loose conditions of the clay course,
a closed track with short straight grousers and an open one
with the same grouser height had approximately the same
value, while for the moist-loose conditions of the loam
course, the closed track was more effective in extending the
operating rangee

(D-7) Soil Conditions

In consideration of the basic problems, E. W.
Micklethwait was quoted as suggesting that it is of the
greatest importance to stuuy the properties of typical
classes of soil in order to have some idea how one track
will compare with another on average soils of various
types and under different weather conditionse This
involves (a) a knowledge of the physical properties
of soils; (b) the preparation of soil maps of the world;
(c) the development of methods of measuring soil conditions;
and (d) the correlation of tests in soil bins with performance
in the field. A thorough knowledge of soils and their con
ditions is therefore essential for the proper operation of
the vehicles wh.Lc h must use these soils as their supporting
med Lum ,

M. L. Nichols carried out studies of "soil dynamics 11

in 1923 at Auburn, Alabama (7.1)e A study of the resist-
ance of soil to compressive force showed that the relation
ship of the thickness (T) of a given layer of soil to a
compressivekforce (P) could be concluded by the empirical
formula TP. a, where k and a are specific soil constants
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5epcndine: upon the moisture content and plasticity constants.
,'jhile this formula was found to be suffic iently accurate for
practicBJ.. conclusions its obvious implications for extreme
values for either T or P indicated the need for further
Investigations which were carried on.

It was found that the rate of penetration of a
plunger, where the reaction was free to arch over a con
siderable area was proportional to pressure, and that the
ratio was a function of the apparent specific gravity.
Compression and arch reaction studies wer-e continued to

"determine the relationship of these factors to the rblling
resistance of a wheel. 'l'he exact nature of the soil reac
tions and of wheel slippage was determined by special
laboratory apparatus. It was found that the generally
accepted theory did not explain the true nature of slippage
on soils since slippage consisted of a compressive action
in front of the wheel resulting in actual forward movement
wl t.h no rotation of the wheel on its axle.

In a study of the fundamental factors influencinG
the traction of wheeled tractors by J.,i. lrando Lph and
M. L. Nichols in 1924, (7.2) all known methods of meas
uring force distribution in the soil were tried but
none found satisfac:tory. A new method of measuring soil
stresses wa s devised whLc h wa s called the lip laster Cast
Method". This method consisted of arranging the soil
to be tested in a box of layers separated by thin sheets
of fragilo paper. A wheel and grouser were tested over
tDJ.S soil t nr ougn any desired distance. iiith the wheel
removed the distortions uf the sheets of paper were
studied and cast in plaster of par1.3 for future study.
II report of this method is given in the Journal of the
AmerLc an Society of Agricul-cural Engineers.

In I'ur t.her- study of "soil dynamics". by M. Lo
1: Lc ho Ls at Auburn, ALab ama , in 1925 (7.3) studies were
made of the mechanical properties of soil as they affect
implement design with a view to handling the extremely
stiCKY and tenacious soils of that ststeo From the studies
made it seemed possible to lay down tentatively certain
fundamental laws for sliding friction between a metal
surface and the soil. These were detailed in the section
en "Mat er-La Ls (adhesion)".

Further studies were made h7 Nichols on "soil
dyriami.c s " in 1930 at Auburn (7.4). Various s o I I con
stants or properties were studied to determine which
could best be used as an index of the physical factors
lffecting tillage. The properties considered were:

,:ercentage of colloid, heat of wetting, moisture equivalent,
capillary pull, freezing point depression, and the Atter
berg consistency constantso It was concluded that the
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Atterberg consistency constants were the most satisfac-
tory indices to the physical properties of the soil. Exper
iments were conducted with a series of soils varying in
chemical and physical composition to determine the re:.l.·':·~

ionships of these constants to specific soil propertieso
It Vias found that a definite relationship 8z.isted between
friction values, shear, resistance to compression, ond
these constants& The general reaction of a soil to an
implement was also studied by means of pulling llchisGls rr

through it; it wa s found that this reaction was a function
of the physical properties as indicated by the At t er-b er-g
constants 0 'i'he work showed that the reation due to
these pI'operties could be accurately predicted at any
moisture content from these constants.

A method of measur-Lng and s t udyi '.:1g c ompr-e os Lon
and the arch action was developed by 20 Ao 1~UI!lJ'1ler Ln 194;u
(7.5) in his studies of physical reactions of "tillage t.0013

causing compression and arch formation also at A,burno
By this method the soil was placed in a glas3-fa~ed metal
~ox and an external force in the form of a plunger, for
instance a track shoe, was applied to the surface of
the s o Ll , The penetration of the plunger caused [:rt
icle movements wi thin the soil mass which were ot. >'1'-
ved through the gla.ss plate. Each moving soil particle
traced its own path a.cross the coated glass surface, thuJ
making it possible to detect the relative m~:.~:!':L~-ude and
direction of even the smallest movement. Graphical anaLy
ses of records thus obtained made it possible to obtain
the fore e dis tribution and the ar-ea ,; " gr-e a ,'}S t c ompre a s
ion produced in the soil or different-shaped plungerso
A method of geometrical vector analysis was used to in
clude variations resulting from different soil condit
ionso

In a British report of March, 1944 (School of
Tank Technology) (7.6) a discussion is given as to the
effect of consolidation and bearing capacity on traffic
ability. Two cases are discussed theoretically:

(1) assuming that all the sinkage 1::; clue to con
solida tion, with pressure varying direc tly as
sinkage; and

(2) a s s urnLng that it is all due to shear, the
pressure being a constant equal to the
bearing capacity of the soil~

In July, 1944, E& W. Micklethwait (70'1') d i s c u s aed
soil mechanics with regard to tracks in great detailo He
discussed:

(a) its importance;
(b) soil as an engineering material;
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(c) types of surfacos normally considered
throughout the world, c.; J . .LngLe sand,
clay, e t c s ;

(d) the adhesion and shearinG strength of soils;
(0) the bearing c;:1pacity of soils.

In a British report of ~ugust, 1944, by the School
of Tank Technology (708) there was a complete summary of the
development of tank-going maps. It was suggested that:

(1) Soil maps be prep~red with a legend showing:

(a) the deterioration in the resistance of
the soil due to moisture; and

(b) the comparative performances of the
various tracked and wheeled vehicles
with respect to the soil on which they
would be operating.

(2) That soils should be classified as follows:

(a) good goinG;
(b) fair going;
(c) fair going but locally bad after heavy

..... , ...., ", ·-'c •

.1. ,_...:....J... -»
(d) poor going but Locally possible.

The following subjects affecting the problem were dis
cussed:

(1) Topography ~nd Geology;
(2) Meteorology;
(3) Field capacity; connecting the effect of

rainfall and ev~poration of soils;
(4) ~eather foreca~ts;

(5) Physical properties of soils;
(6) Vegetation;
(7) Vehicle characteristics.

~ theoretical treatment was given of the relation
ship between the physical properties of soils and the ques
tion of the design of track for example, supporting power.
The question of tank-going was also discussed in relation
to soil conditions -- "a slightLy damp soil of any type
will, if anything, improve the grip of track vehicles
whereas with wheeled vehicles with rubber tires, a short
heavy shower of rain, whether in a wet or dry time of
year, may render quite gentle slopes te~~orarily impassoole.
The effect of traffic on 30ils below field capacity is to
decrease their permeability so that when heavy rain is
experienced, drainage is slower and surface mud may be
exp ec t.ed " •
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A study was undertaken in lJovember, 19'1:'1 (7.9) by
the British Mud-Crossing COITL'11ittee to determine the physical
properties of soil influencing vehicle p e r-f cr-manc e , '::' ..• fac
tors studied were:

(a) methods of measuring these properties; and
(b) methods of working soils to achieve the

desired physical characteristicso

The M.G.O., India, reported in Decembcr, 1£1'1:4 (7.10)
that in general, flooded fields are ea s i er' to traverse than
sa turated paddy fields. 'I'r-Ln Ls were. carr led c ut in. fields
of very soft, he avLLy saturated c lay of ex.t.r-eme ly r:.~lut Lriou s
consistency offering severe resistance bo traction. Tests
were also conducted in these fields in a flooded condition.

In a report by the British Committee in I.Jecember,
1944 (7.11) the theory and design of t ank s u s o ens Lori are
outlined. StartinG from work of Terzaghi on the 3upporting
p ower of the soil, it is as sumed tho t t.h i s c an be !J..pp lied
in the case of tanks, a Ll.owaric e b e Lng mado ~'or ;:;in.1{ugc.
It is shown that the bearing c ap a c l t y of t hc s oiL, t)

can be expressed by a simple e qua t Lon p. "" t II (x) where;
x = sinkage and a(. and" are constants dt1l)erdin~..'; upon th8
type of soil.

In view of t.h Ls simple equation the SOiLS ne e d not
be classified by their internal ang Le s of frir~t:l..():n arid cohes
ive strengths. Trials viei:» held at i,yrsLi.ce ',v:here an a t t cmp t
was made to correlate the data for c ompur-Ln., C l1lubility
of German and British tanks with the information 1..':1von by
a number of d Lf'f'e r ent penetrometers, for e xarnp Le , 1:,:18 :~runpbell.

. tick; tests were also made on a rolling "heel ap p ar-a t us for
reconnoitring terrain.

Laboratory tests vier e carried out Ln Ja~lU.2r'y, H,/t::-:
(7.12) by the U.;3. Corrrni t t e e at Auburn, in glass ':OX8S c oat.ed
with lavic;ated alumina mixed in a Lc ohoI , !. me a au: ed p r-e c s ure
was then applied to Lhe track shoe and the ~,lCJv':;mi_;},t: 02 t ':::
soil scratched the alumina on the glflss t,rjlJ::.;~:l,vjn;s D ('1'83'"

s ur e p a t t or-n ,

In January, 1945, pressure cone st.ud Le s of' mod e L
grousers (7.13) were made at Auburn to Jetermlne the re
lative shear areas set up in the soil that Ls , the i30l.L

which would shear if a vehicle were to slip in its tracks.
The size and shape of this cone or sheared soil is in
dicative of the effectiveness of a grouser. In order to
obtain comparable results each Grouser waG implanted in
the soil in such a manner that the soil began c ornpr-e s s Lnr;
a Lorig the full surface of the grouser Lmmed i.a tel;, the grOLL, (;;r'
was mov e d , Each grouser wa s forced into the soil the s ame
distance, thus allowing the pressure c oric s to u.,'::1 .l.n the
same development due to p enc t r a t Lon , The d:i..:3tanc= travelled
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and the pre s sur-e s required to move the grousers were recorded
simultaneously.and motion pictures ~ere taken to show the
pressure cones in their various stages. ~hen the pre-selected
penetration was reached, a still photograph was made of the
evolved pressure cone. By superimposing these final cones
on each other, the relative areas were determined.

Comparative trials were held on Somerset coastal
sites with various A.F.V. tracks in January, 1945 by the
British Mud-Crossing Committee (7.14). Bearing in mind the
limitation imposed by the use of a single test site, having
30il conditions generally of the same type (a very churned
up, saturated mixture of fibrous loam, sand and clay with
a semi-hard clay underclay) and the absence of' real bog, the
vehicles were as follows:

(1) Chu'::::hill - the only vehicle which did not
fail;

(2) Panther - almost but not quite as good as
the Churchill;

(3) Cr-ornwe Ll. - (15k~ inch tracks) good performance;
(4) Sherman - (with platypus, EEC & steel chevrons)

all these types can be very easily
bogged in comparison with eLlu'chill
and Ijanther ;

(5) Tiger - very poor.

The British A.O.R.G. in January, 1945 considered
the line of attack necessarj to produce reliable going maps
(7 ,15) that is,

(1)
(2 )
( <: ),u

soil maps of a required area;
the p o s sibili ty of predicting moisture content;
f LndLng relation b e twe en moisture content and
17GoinG" for a .:;i ven soil.

In a mobile laboratory set up in January, 1945
by t he British A.O.lLG. (7.16) for recording t ank going
data, the bulk of equipment was for measuring soil character
istics, for example, classification of soil type, determina
GlOn of soil profile, shear strength, moisture content, com
pacLion. Sufficient data could be collected in one day so
t ha t analysis may produce indicative results unaffected by
a change in we a t her- c on-.Lt.Lons , 'I'hi s is important in the
preparation of soil map:..:;.

In a report by the British A.O.R.G. in January,
19~5 (7.17) on the relation bet~een soil moisture content
and tank-going, the follo~in8 measurements are discussed:

(a) Atterberg tests;
(b) unconfined compression tests;
(c) Proctor needle tests.
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er' e re i a t Loriah Lp between moisture content and sinkage is a Ls o
r.s ed ,

It was concluded generally oy bhe D.d. Co~nitteo

cUY'1..wry, 18"15 (7.18) that the r-e La t Lv e Lmpor r.anc e of t r-ac ti on
end flotation depended on the soil. type and s011 condition of
the terrain encountered.I'hey also concluded that wor-k on
c Lay s o l l.s at or ncar saturation point wa s the most likely to

oduce results useful to tho war effort. In their considera
tion of controlled soil bins for research and quantitative
study tlley recornmcnded various methods of controlling 30i1.
C orm i tiona for reproducab ili ty of tests.

In a consideration by the British Mud-CrossinG
Coramittee in Pebruary, 1945 (r; .19) 01' the mud-ic r-c s s i.ng
~er;ormance or traCKed vehicles in the light of the pl.astic
bC}18viuur 01' clay, small scale experiments were c ons i der-c d
01' definite value. Methods were suggested, for instance
8.:1 D.ngu1ur rine capable of being loaded both v;1 th a known
.Lcad and in torque. Various types of tracks for t e s t.Lrig
~ere also suggested, for instance, concave and flat.

'I'he Britisn Mud-Crossing Committee in their c cmp a r a »

Givo trials wlth various A.F.V. trackS in March, 1~4S (7.20)
took careful note of the soil conditions and consldered the
0uestion of pllyslcal properties of the soil oy rnakin~ a
riumo or oi' soil measurements: :

( :.~l )

(l) )
(c )
(d)
( e)
"(. ')
\", /

moisture content profile from 0 to 24 inch depth Q~n.~Y:

unconfined compresslon profile;
plastic and llquid Ilmits;
mechanical. anaJ..ysls of the topsoil and SUbsoil;
A.O.H.G. vane testing shear strength;
Campbell stick moasurements.

(;,t.:.> '.,ere on vtI'Cin ~:;rounct viitb primarily soft Ground
or1 ~;.]_t,101~3 0

II1 C

Lit.t oo , Ln ~,_i _. i".;;..;, \', • ~_i._ / l-l .....~J.:..... ~.:.(,(~:_\-HL;....)

"':-'1 tcJ.rl:":-;~,Ji}"lL~ L1L.I)3 Lnc Lud l.: a mc t hod
\/L i::~" '::'Cijll'd to pu s s ab Lr i l.;y and son moisture

In April, 1945 (7.;~2) tho 3cientific Adv l s cr- to the
rn"y Council in :(3ritain described a s ugg e s t e d questionnaire
to be Given by A.O.H.G. to personnel in Western ~urope to
aid in 8 study of soil conditions and tank mobility.

Pressure cone versus applied load studies on model
grouser-c. were carried out at Aub urn , in April, 1945 (702l)).
The f'J.rat phase of this program was the measurement of
the pressure cone formed when an object such as a grouser
was forced tlTough the soil. Sand was chosen as the test
me dLum for the study. The original test equipment c ona Ls t.ed
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o; a ,1T·d-cranlwd feed wh.i c: . c r-c ed the test probe into a
box L,lled with soil. 'l'ho s o i L box was located on platform
scales and the amount of force exerted vie.e indicated by the
balance of these scales. The penetrometer was adapted to
tnls test and then penetration versus force required was
recorded during a test run. Later, a larger bOX ViaS c ons t.r uc t.>
cd ~lth a glass viewlng-window and with scales along the ver
tical and horizontal axes. Model grousers, cpe constructed,
each one-quarter normal size. The sides of the grousers were
relieved and thus eliminated contact with the soil of any
part of the grousers except the leading edge (the grouser'
face). After further testing it was decided that at least
three basic shapes should be tested of the same sectional
area. rlITee models of one square inch projected area were
CaDS truc ted with three bearing face angles 0 0 , a 45 0 chevr-on
and a 60 0 chevron. Tests on all standard grousers were made
wi, th the grousers embedded when the soil was compacted. Tlj(;)

r~lass window was sprayed wi th lavigated alumina and a Lc c uc I
which upon drying formed a whi te coating on the glass. 'I'he
grousers were driven through the soil in contac t wi t h the
coated window and the resultant forces in the soil were
translated into scratches or tracks in the coating. Motion
pictl~es were made of the entire cone evolution from 0 to
:.:; inch penetration. After a series of tests had been run
the data were plotted in graph form and analyzed. Most of
the grous ers gave approximately the same pressure-p (metra t ion
c hara c t er-Ls t Lc s , Areas of less than one square inch gave
varLa t l on s in results t t.a t could not be explained. Hesult:3
indicated that reGardless of shape, if the grousers bave
t ne same projected areas, pressure r-e qu i r ed to force them
through the sand will be the same. Fr-om the motion p i ctur-e ,
Grouser action in soil can be studied at small increments
oj:' the pressure cone evol.ution up to the formation of' the
full pre s aur e cone. The result indicates that in s and , if
tl'f'L K c Loa v Lng and penetration are comparable for t wo V8Ili,'.Le:3)
the t r-a c k hav Lng the greatest crouser shearing area (ler:>i',L ..',
height) will have the greatest trac~ion and cross-country
rrob i Li t y reGardless of grouser contour. Graphs were cvo Lved
in the model grouser studies of applied pressure versus pe~s

t.r-a tion of grouser for both metal and wooderi grouser. Open
,.;t'01J.3CrS wer-e compared with closed. Schematic ·LLagrams c,r
O(~Le apparatus for vertical cone studies were also included
Ln the report.

In a report by the Britisb Mud-Crossing CommLt te c
of ~ay, 1~45 (7.24) soil investigations in Italy by the
I"F.V.(T) H.i),. 8th Army wer-e summarized:

(1) One of the best methods of conveying conditions
to people who are not able to see for themselves is to
carry out comparative trials with vehicles of known per
formance over the same conditions; many such trials have
taken place in tho 8th Army;



(2) taking tests of liquid and plastic limits seems
to give a good indication of the physical properties of
the soil;

(3) use of a Californla Testine;Machine, a hydraulic
jack to measure pressure versus sinkage of a tank that is,
measuring the supporting power of a soil;

(4) ua e of the Campbell Stick - criticisms were giver:
of this instrument and suggestions were made for making it
more c~'ficient as an instrument for reconnaissance on foot
before an operation involving vehicles.

In July, 1945, at Auburn, Alabama (7.25) tests
wer-e carried out on soil preparation and control. This
phase of the test was to study mechanical methods of soil
preparation and re-conditioning for test condition duplicat
ion. Observations of the operation of a rotary type tiller
indicated the possibility of adapting the principles of
this type of machine to soil prepar.stion and reconditioning.
'I'he Fowler-Storey Gyrollete is a tractor attachment feat-
ur Lrig two slow-speed vertical axis (e:::.;g-bea ter type) rotors.
In an effort to determine the feasibility of the GyroJlete
as a soil conditioner the unit was operated in test courses
consisting of the followine soils:

(a) Norfolk sand;
(b) Davidson loam;
(c) Cecil clay;
(d) Eutaw clay.

The Ll t h, Army Group, S.E.A.C., A.F.V. 'I'ec hnLc a L
Staff, submitted a description (7.26) of tank action in
various regions of Burma outlining the types of terrain
encountered and the performance of Lee and Valentine tanks
in negotiating these types of ground. Experienced tank
men agreed that soft swampy country was the most serious
obstacle. Flooled paddy fields were deceptive; if plow
ed they were not negotiable but if they were unplowed
they could generally be crossed safely. The paddy roots,
although giving some cohesive action, ar~ insufficient
to bind the soil to withstand the pressure of tanks.
Bamboo causeways were tried and proven to be ineffi~ient~

'The country in the Fienza area in Italy over wh Lc h
t he 8th Army (7.27) fought presented serious problems in
the operation of tracked vehicles. The soil consisted
of apparently bottomless agricultural clay which had be
come sodden from the abnormally henvy rains and had fur
ther deteriorated due to the destruction of the drain-
aee system by the enemy as a de+iberate meaSill'e to de-
lay the allied advance. In many of these areas the main tanks
became bogged and even the Churchill wa.s unable to man-
oeuvre with freedomo 'The requirement for methods of
improving the performance of our tanks lead to the design
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and use of "platypus grousers" and "rat grousers".

(D-78) Soil Testing Devices

Various testing instruments have been developed
for the purpose of aiding Ln the improvement of vehicle
trafficability. Some of these are now detailedo

The test equipment at Auburn, Alabama, in 1935
(7028) consisted of two major units, the power car with
special dynamometer and the test unit c ar , 'I'he power car
unit furnishes the motive power and measures and recol"ds
the forces necessary to hold the article being tested in
its working positiono 1~e car, with a 135 H.P. gas engine,
is mounted on G tire.s '/,00-34, and weighs approximately
nine tonso It has a speed variation from 0.2 to 10 mopoh.
The dynamometer (hydraulic) is of .5000 pounds capac i ty,
measures the t.hr ee directional components of draft, and
is mounted on a superframe of' the power car in such a
manner that it can be moved crosswise on the car. The
three components of' draft are recorded on a chart with
distance and time, thus making it possible to check the
components of draft and speed for any part of any test.

'I'he test units are mounted in a car which is hitched
rigidly to the power car and consist of a beam with the
front end ca.rried on the dynamometer and the rear end
mounted on two hydraulic units supported on a frame which
may be moved crosswise of the plot in the framework of
the car" 1\ third hydr-au i i c unit is located to take up the
horizontal force exerted on the track bottom by the re
sistance of the soil to turning 0 The net horizont~re

action is the algebraic sum of this force and the horizon
tal f'or-c e on the dynurcomc ter- 0 The algebraic sum of the
loads on the two hydraulic units supporting the beam and
the vertical component on the dync;;~v.:l'J::"::'1 minus the
welr.,ht of the t r-ac k on these un i c s , gives the upward or
downward force exerted by the track bottom. This unit
with the p ower- car dynamometer enables the reactions on
the track being tested to be measured as the track is
held in its working·position entirely by hydraulic units.
The load on e ach unl t is recorded c on t Lnuous Ly for a test"

The Germans developed in 1936 (7.29) a testing
device for track vehicles to be used at a German proving
gr-o und , This makes it possible to measure vehicles up to
20 tons in weight and is adapted to speeds up to 50 mopoho
Single tracks can be attached for testing purposeso

The Russian Scientific Technical Institute
in 1938 (7.30) also designed a testing device for track and
suspension design.

Research on tillage implements Vias carrled out
by the Department or Agr-Lc u.l t.ur-o I Engineering of the
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University of llIunich, Germany, where I'a LrLy elaborate e quLp «

.,enL 'was ava Ll.ab Le for the work (7 e31). Part of.' the equip
::lt~·nt c onc Ls t ed of' a pit about 40 by 10 by 2 feet with rails
runn Lng along both sides and a 4-wheel t r a ck wh l ch sp armed
the pit which could be followed along the rails by means of
an eleetric. motor and a winch. The equipment to be tested
'!18.S moun ted on a truck so that t.he forces ae ting 011 it
in three planes at right angles could be rec or-ded s LmuL»
taneouslya This apparatus permitted detailed study of
the Gears of some tillage toolso

s. ~}. McKibben and Do Ou Hull pubLLshed a paper
in 1940 (7.32) on soil penetration tests as a means of
pre dLctLng rolling r e s Ls t anc e , 'I'he relation b e t wcen the
penetru~ion3 obtained with two penetrometers (Iowa and
Rototiller) and the rolling resistance for two steel
whee Ls and two pneumatic implement tires were investig-
ated for a variety of load and field conditions. The
co~rel8.tion coefficients obtained for the eight comparions
l'anged from o. 92j~0 0.98 and in all cases were very signifi
can'G sta.tistical.1y.

Ther-e is an article by I. P. Reed published in
1940 (7.33) on a method of studying so11 packing by tractors.
I t is s ta t e d that Culp in in 1936 developed an ap par-a tUB
for forcing a "pr ob e " into soil at a constant, rate to any
desired depth. 'I'he p r ob e was forced down by calibrated
springs whose deflections were recorded on a strip chart,
thus giving an incJ.icator type chart for each test. 'I'h i.s
lmit was light in weight, easily operated and prcduced
very satisfactory measurements, but it had a disadvantage
in that the movement of the probe was retarded by the
a.rnount the springs were extended. This might cause con
siderable variation in the speed of penetration when
hard or soft layers were encounteredo The u.s. Tillage
Machinery Laboratory at Auburn developed a soil resistance
recorder' which operated on the same principle as the device
developed by Culpin but it was driven by an electric motor
instead of by' hand and used an hydraulic unit f'or- recording
the pr-e s sur-e s ; the length of the chart was the same as the
depth of casto It was heavier in weight but, as used at
Auburn, it was mounted on the special test c ar, The probe
was forced into the ground at approximately 8 inches per
second by an electric motor·-driven worm gear" The pr e s s ur-e
WqS created and recorded on a chart by means of a helical
spring pen moun t Lng , '::;upped, conical, rounded and flat
heads were tried. Since there was no significant difference
:Ln the resistance to the different types, the flat head was
used for all tests. Culpin showed that the speed at which
the probe was forced into the soil affects the resistance
in a complicr::.ted relationship that may be similar to that
for p Lows , 'j:'1113 variable was eliminated for this study
by u~ing one speed for all the tests. Preliminary data
ob t a hied with the r e c or-dor- indica ted that a I J. t;YPe s of



traction un I t s compact .t}:,: soil to a considerable depth and
that this packing effect dxtends for appreciable distances
beyond the c'"~ of the tread to which pressure is appliedo

A device en~loying the principle of a varying
di-electric constant to give varying capacity and thus
serve as an indicator of the moisture content of the
medium surrounding the electrodes has been developed
by the California E.1..rperimental Station, 1942 (7.34).
Laboratory studies were made of reproducability in be
haviour of the block capacity.

A device was developed by the U.~. Jepartment
of Agr ieul ture in 1942 (7.35) which was c a Ll ed c.... i tab ili
meter, for use for quick field Jeterminations of ~oil

moisture conditions 0 ,It is a diamond-shaped blade on a
shaft~ The Jleasurement of the resistance of the soil to
potation of this point is termed "t.he soil stabili t y"
and is evaluated in terms of torque. A generalized
relationship is developed to facilitate the preparation
of a soil moisture stability calibration for an area without
the necessity of detailed laboratory work.

The A.P. V. 'I'e c hn.Lc a L Staff of the Bri tish Armv
developed in April, 1944 (7.36) an electronic device v

(mutual inductance) for measuring ground pressure on the
basis of the displacement of a d Lap hr agrn by means 0.1' an
armature on which is wound two coilse Pressure-time
graphs can thus be constructed.

In a report by the British A.O.R.G. dated December,
1944 (7037) there is a detailed discussion about finding
an instrument which could be used for the tactical
reconnaissance of soil. The instrument discussed is a
p enc t r-om et cr- called the Machine, Bench 'Test r.ll\. 3, or
Cfu~pbell 8tick, and it was found to give reasonable
estimates of the "go Lng " over the site of the trials.
Curves relating the readings given by the Campbell stick
with the sinkage of both the Sherman and Churchill with
moisture content have been produced. Reeommendations were
made for improvement"

In a report by the British Conunittee dated December,
19"14 (7.38) a rolling wheel apparatus for reconnoi tr ing
terrain was discussed, as used in trials held at Ayrshire
for comparing the mcb lLit r of German and British tanks
with that of recorillaissance vehicles.

A mobile laboratory was set up in January, 1045
by the British A.D.H.G. (7.39) for recbrding tank-going data.
They used a 4 inch post-hole auger with extensions for
penetration in order to determine soil profile. They also
had various typ e s of penetrometers to determine the shear
strength of soil.
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Preliminary tests held in January, 1945 (7.40) by
the British Mud Committee with piezo-electric pressure gauges
set in the ground in the paths of Crusader and Churchill
tanks sugges ted that the technique employed aff'orded a
useful method of comparing the uniformity of ground loading
obtained by different designs of track and suspension.
Vehicle speed did not greatly affect the relative magnitude
and form of the records obtained.

Dr. F. A. Kummer and A. V. Cooper pUblished a paper
in January, 1945 (7.41) in which was described the use of
the Air Pressure Fycnometer to determine the porosity of
soil. A diagram and a description of the method was given,
the latter being dependent on Boyle's Law.

A report from the Milford Proving Ground (7.,42)
gives the ground rules for a good recording drawbar, that is:

(1) accuracy within 2% of scale of temperature;
(2) durability, greater than towing cable;
(3) dependability;
(4) size easily handled by one man.

Reference is made to an article by R. L. Cox in the
Journal of Scientific Instruments describing the bridge
circuit used and its advantages in linear response.
The report gives details' of the development work on the
circuit of the inductance type drawbar and its application
to mea s ur-emeri t 0

The D.S. Cowmittee recommended in Pebruary, 1945
(7.42) certain major pieces of equipment for the controlled
soil bins proposed for Aberdeen Proving Groun.d, for Ln s t anc e ,
a special dynamometer chassis for testing full-scale tracks,
incorporating input power measurement and variable track
loading devices.

In a report (7.43) of the work of the U.S.
Committee, dated March, 1945, an instrument called a
"b og-cs t Lc k!", for measuring the load-carrying capacity'
of a soil, is described. To give a satisfactory measurement
of bearing capacity, it is suggested that an instrument
must cover a reasonably large area and altio be able to test
the maximum depth to wh l c h a tank may be permitted to s Lnk ,
~ dimensionsed drawing of the proposed instrument is included.
An apparatus known as a "Power-driven Resistance RecorderT!
has been developed to stUdy the compacting of soils by a
track and a description of this equipment is given in this
report with an illustration of it.

The Proctor Needle Penetrometer was tested by the
Dept. of Mechanization, Australia, in March, 1945 (7.44).
Conclusions were:
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(1) Ground bearing capacities of areas can
be accurately determined with the penetrometer;
the correlation of these capacities and the
ground pressures of vehicles when in motion
is not considered practicable;

(2) soil reconnaissance, however, would be of great
value prior to the large-scale movement of
aut 01110 ci,.'~ veh i c Le s (such as an opera tion over
doubtful Gerrain) and the needle offers a
simple and accurate method of reconnaissance.
The interpretation of readings obtained in a
new area should be based on previous experience
in areas of known bearing capacityo

The Ins trumenta tion Panel ot: the Br i tish Comml ttee
met at the National Physics Laboratory in May, 1945, and
discussed drawbar and sprocket torque dynamometers and
resistance wire gaugeso A system for measuring decelera
tion embodies a D.C. generatOr connected to a condenser and
milliameter. Special brakes were considered, the load
being applied by a braked, towed vehicle which could act
as a mobile laboratory as well.

In a report by the British Mud-Crossing Committee
(7045) a summary was given of soil investigations in Italy
by the A.F.V.(T) H.Q.8th Army, using these instruments:

(a) California Testing Machine - a hydraulic jack
to measure pressure versus sinkage of a tank that is,
measuring the supporting power of a soil;

(b) Campbell Stick - criticisms were given of
this instrument and suggestions for making it more
efficient. This kind of instrument is for reconnaissance
on foot before an operation by vehicles.

A memorandum issued by the British A.O.R.G. in
June, 1945 (7.46) describes a method estimating tank going
using the towed wheelo The object of the test was to
establish the relation between the sinkage of a towed, load
ed wheel and that of a tracked vehicle crossing the same
ground 0 A '1'15 carrier pulled a 2-wheeled trailer on 5-incb.
steel band wheels over two sites. There was evidence for
believing that the sinkage of the 2-wheeled trailer, proper
ly loaded, is simply related to the sinkage of the tracks
of a track-laying vehicle.

(D-8) Rolling Resistance

This factor involves the problem of reducing
sinkage since a major portion of the rolling resistance
of a vehicle in operation is caused by the work it does
in squashing the ground. This reduction may be accomplished
by the addition of extended end connectors during operations.
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other factors affecting rolling resistance are speed and
slippage, the former by its effect on the coefficient of
friction between the track and the soil and the latter by
its effect on traction, for example, the increa.sed pOVler
necessary for movement when slipping occurs. Sliding sidewise
while running on a slope not only causes loss of control, but
frequently throws off one or both tracks by b u.i Ld Lng up mud
under the bogie wheels or by tipping of the blockso

Laboratory studies of the rolling resistancB
encountered by tractor wheels on sandy soils were undertaken
by Randolph in 1930 at Auburn, Alabffina (8.1)0 The coefficient
of rolling friction for a single wheel in Norfolk sand was
found to be extremely high. The rolling resistance of a wheel
with grousers varies in reference to grouser positioIlo Grou
sers tended to prevent the wheel from sinking into the soil
but they increased the rolling resistance. An empirical
formula of Jaudasek (Automotive Industries, June, 1917)
gives the rolling resistance of a wheel as equal to the
product of three-eighths of the angle of rin: and the soil
contact in front of an axle centre, and the weight of the
wheelo Laboratory results checked closely with results
given by this formula.

In his studies of 1I s o i l dynamics" in 1933 at
Auburn (802) M. L. Nichols found that the exact nature
of the soil reaction and of wheel slippage consisted of
a compressive action in front of the wheel reSUlting in
actual forward movement with no rotation of the wheelan
its axle.

In a German pUblication of September, 1933 (8.3)
a graph is given showing the influence of load on the ques
tion of wheel size and rolling resistanceo

Three agricultural tractors of the same weight
were tested in the same conditions by the Germans in 1935
(8.4)0 One of them was provided with tracks, another with
low pressure tires and the third one with spudded steel
wheels. The result was that the best drawbar pull versus
slippage was given by the tracked tractor.

Movement resistance for various tracks was plotted
against speed by the Germans in 1936 (8.5) with the test
site being a hard roado The effect of track sizes and
vehicle weight on movement resistance was also investigated.

The Russians have carried out (1938) (8.6)
experiments on the rolling resistance of drivBn steel
wheels on various types of terrain, .for instance, dry
sand, deep mud and concrete, and have produced graphs
relating rolling resistance to wheel width.
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In 1938 the Germans published (807) graphs relating
rolling resistance to speed.

In a paper pUblished by Merrit in 1939 (8.8), the
question of rolling resistance was discussed in detail. It
was stated that the net power available to produce accelera
tion or overcome risingwadients is the difference between
the gross engine output and the sum of a large number of
losses caused by:

(a) essential services; and
(b) frictional resistance.

The latter is termed rolling resistance and consists of:

(a) transmission losses;
(b) rolling friction of wheels over tracks;
(c) work done in deforming the. ground by the

varying loading in each track shoe; and
(d) air resistance.

The question of accounting for skidding and slip and the ef
fect of speed on rolling resistance was also discussed.

In July, 1940, E. Go McKibben and J. Bo Davidson
pUblished an article on the llEffect of Radius and Slippage
of .vhee Ls " (8 .. 9) 0 The loaded radii and distances of forward
travel per revolution were measured for all the steel wheels
and pneumatic tires used in the rolling resistance studies
reported in earlier articles. The effect of radii and
sllppages were studied from these data.. Slippage occurred
in all tests on agricultural soils. This slippage was
approximately proportional to the square of the coefficient
of rolling resistanceo

In a report by the British Mud-Crossing Committee,
of March, 1944 (8 .. 10) ground pressure is defined as follows:
It is customarily used in connection with tanks to signify
the mean ground pressure on the whole area of track in
contact with the ground.

Let p • mean ground pressure;
T = weight of tank;
L - length of track;
W = width of track;

T
then p '2LV/ lb. per sq. in.

But if the pressure is much greater than 'pI at one point,
the ground will be squashed to a corresponding maximum
depth and this depth will not be reduced merely because the
pressure is less at other pointso Thus in considering how
far the ground is squashed down, 'pI is of small importance,
what is needed being the maximum pressure, which is the
subject of the report.
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In a report by the British School of Tank Tec}mology.
o~ August, 1944 (8.11) the question of the horizontal resist
ance to slip of a tracked vehicle is treated theoretically.

In a study of flotation of military vehicles at the
Ordnance Desert Froving Ground at Camp Seeley, California
in August, 1944 (8.12) three types of terrain were considered:
sand, mud and snow. It was determined that for sand one needs
flotation, and low centre of gravity, traction being unimport
ant. For mud and snow, traction and gr-ound cleara.nce are of
first importance but flotation is also of some importance.
In mud, a track will either sink down until it reaches a
solid base or, if the mud is quite thick, it will sink tmtil
it has gained sufficient additional contact area to support
it. Adequate ilotation in mud requires much less ground
pressure than ~or sand. Snow differs fundamentally from
both sand and mud since it is easily compressible.

A report by the u.s. Committee (8013) was issued
on the tractive resistance tests of the 105 mm. airborne
·-lxrltz;er tractor, carried out in October, 1944. It was
found tha t extremely high pulls wore required to move t owe d
loads tr~ough soft, deep mud because of the tendency of the
load to sink into the mud. As a result, skid pans were
designed to cover the irregular surfaces of the gun carriages
and present a smooth streamlined surface which would increase
the flotation and decrease the tractive resistance and the
tendency of the carriages to dig in and push mud ahead of
them. It was concluded that incorporation of the skid pans
Greatly reduced the tractive resistance when towed in terrain
where the penetration of the wheels exceeds the ground clear
ance of the undercarriage. This report contains the results
of measurements to determine tractive resistance when towing
t.hr cugh soils of various moisture contents and densities.

A report by the British Mud-Crossing Co~~ittee of
December, 19L.1A (8.1<1) outlined the theory of the design of
tank suspensiono They started from Terzaghi's theory for
calculating the supporting power of the so~lo It was shown
t;hat the bearing capacity of the soil can be expressed by the
simple equation p .. oL+ fa (x ) where (x) is the sinkage and
d. 7 J3 are c cns t an t s depending upon the type of s o H , As sum
ing the centre of graci ty to be syrmnetrical1y placed and
that sprint:; constants are known, the maximum sinkage was
calculated, taking into account the number of bogie wheels
and their radius, the track breadth and track pitC}l, the
resultant equation for sinkage including also factors
involving t r-ac k tension, of which very little is known.
Never t he Le s s, wha t.ev er- values were s elec ted, the sinkage
of the tanks worked out in the order given in trials held
at Ayrshire. It was determined at these trials that for
the reduction of sinkage it was necessary that (a) the
tracks be wid.e; (b) the nurnb er- of bogie wheels be large;
(c) the track pitch be large; and (d) the radius of the
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bogie wheels be large. The relative importance of each factor
was found to vary under differen '~. ~ >~ums t ane e s , It was con
cluded that the velocity of the t an« is unimportant if less
than 15 mvp .h. '

The British A.O.R.G. published a report in January,
1945 (8.15) with regard to the relation between soil moisture
content and tank-going. Tanks were run over soil of varying
moisture content at a constant speed and sinkage versus mois
ture content measuredo The curves of moisture content versus
sinkage gave an indication of the relative performance of
the various tanks 0 There was a definite relationship between
moisture content and sinkage. The same group have taken the
sinkage of the tank tracks into the soil, measured after the
load passed, as a measure of the ability of the tank to
proceed. In their mobi.le laboratory for recording tank
data the only instrument for measuring tank performance is
one for measuring sinkage; the method followed is described
in detail.

In traction studies carried out at the Aberdeen
Proving Ground by the U. s. Committee in February, 1\:),:1:5 (8016),
an increase in speed from 006 to 8.0 mop.h., caused the
tractive resistance of all tracks to increase approximately
the same amount in the dry-firm conditions of both loam and
clay courseso It was also concluded that in general the
drawbar pull of a vehicle increases as the track slip increas
es up to the point of highest measured slip on sustained
operation regardless of soil type, soil condition, or track
type; and, as the soil conditions change from dry-firm to
moist-loose, the maximum pull occurs at lower value of slip,
after which the track goes completely out of traction.

At a joint meeting of the British and u.s.
Committee in February, 1945 (8.1.7,), it was decided that the
Aberdeen Froving Ground should follow the Milford Froving
Ground t s practice of using the term "~~ling resistance"
to mean the losses as measured by meane of a torquemeter
from the sprocket outwardso The British agreed to recognize
this nomenclatureo Further, for any kind of a towed load
when the test vehicle is being towed, the load will be called
the "tractive resistance"o

Comparative trials were held on Somerset coastal
sites with various A.F.V. tracks in soft ground conditions
by the British Mud-Crossing Committee in March, 1945 (8.18).
Since soil requirements for flotation tests were not consider
ed in the same way as for traction tests, two separate but
comparable sites were surveyed and put into useo In a test
for sinkage each vehicle made a number of runs at 2 to 3
mopoh., over the same ground and sinkage was measured until
bellying occurred. Tests were on virgin ground parallel to
other tests o Controlled tanks with standard tracks were used
as daily checks of consistency and independent sets of read
ings taken for each track variable. Various types of extenders
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were also tested, and it was felt that these were amongst the
dominant factors in improvinG trafficability.

A memor-andum from the Utica Proving Ground dated
April, 1945, (8.19) reported on the test of the T80 track
with extended end connectors. The report stated that the
increased flotation was a definite improvement during opera
tions over muddy and snow-covered terrain.

A r-e c or-d Lng of sinkage and of angular movements
of track links of A.F.V's was reported by the British
Committee in April, 1945 (8.20). Measurements were made
of the vertical and angular movement of individual track
links on a Churchill tank travelling in soft mud overlying
a hard sandy soil, and with a Sherman ta.nk on a hard and
soft silty clay at speeds of 5 to 8 m.p.h. The main object
was to investigate the method of measurement. Satisfactory
measurements of the progressive sinkage of the track and
its angular movement were obtained. On the CJ.mI'(~llill tank,
due perhaps to soil conditions, track movement was small;
with the Sherman on other soils there was a progressive
sinkage after the passage of each wheel, followed by an
appreciable elastic recovery. The total angular movement
amounted to about plus or minus 50 and occurred in two
stages: a rapid tilt occurred while the wheel was over
the track link, followed by a slower return movement after
each wheel had passed. The effect of increasing the tank
speed from 5 to 8 mop.ho appeared to be confined to accen
tuating the spasmodic character of the angular movement of
links without affeoting the amplitude of the movement.

In a report of April, 1945 by the British 21st
Army Group (8021) the British Direetorate of Tank Design
recorded interest in the grouser and extended end-eonneetor
problem from two aspects:

,( a ) flotation; and
(b) traotive effort.

Trials with grousers and no extended end-connectors
showed no gain in tractive effort and very little gain in
flotation. Trials with extended end-connectors greatly
increased in length showed that there is a limit to the size
which can be usedo If this is exceeded the track length
on the ground cants inwards and the track is rapidly shed.

A test of the M29C Cargo Carrier in the Norfolk
sand test plot was conducted by the U.S. Committee at
Auburn in April, 1945 (8.22). Since it was desirable
to conduct traction tests at predetermined increments of
track slippage, a slip meter was designed and oonstructed
by the personnel at Aubill~n and proved itself capable
of indicating track slippages to an accuracy of 3%_ The
drawbur pull and track slippage data were obtained from
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L 3 hydraulic recording dynamometer car instruments. 'I'he test
v enLc Le towed the car and the simultaneous record of dr-awb ar
pull, road-speed, engine speed and track slippage was record
edo The moisture content of the soil was determined before
each test. Analysis revealed that regardless of vehicle load,
engine speed or course condition the maximum tractive effort
occurs at and above 40% track slippage. Increases in the
dynamometer load resulted only in increased track slippage
and not an increase in tractiveeft'ort. '1'his indicated that
the maximum tractive effort of the M29C equipped with the
standard 20 11 track in Norfolk sand is limited by the shear
resistance of this soil. It was also revealed th~t the
tractive effort increased with gross load. This was to be
expected, since research conducted by soil scientists has
brought forth the information that shear strength of soil
is a function of unit lOading. Graphs were evolved of
drawbar pull versus track slip for various course conditions
and loads.

Vehicles equipped with various types of tracks
were tested on a concrete roadway both in wet and dry con
ditions by the Army Engineering Design Branch of the Dept.
of Munitions and Supply, Ottawa, in April, 1945 (8.23) to
assess the resistance to skidding of the tracks.

In the report of a test held by the u.s. Army
Armored Board in May, 1~45, (8.24) it was noted that in
all future track design and development, the basic track
width should be sufficient to provide flotation Qnd grouser
area so that resort to extensions is unnecessary.

A report was issued in May, 1945 by the British
Mud-Crossing Committee (8.25) on the comparative trials
on Somerset coastal site~ with various A.F.V. tracks in
~ort ground conditionso The method used for sinkage
determination was reasonably accurate and had the great
merit of simplicityo The method gave a150 the residual
belly clearance which was of direct practical importance.
It was agreed that in general a record should be made
of belly sinkage at two known points, thus giving tae
attitude of the vehicleo The effects were explained
of taking sinkage reading5 at: (a) an arbitrary point
along the tank; (b) three points; and (c) the op t Lmum
pointo The Committee agreed that the inBtrrunentation panel
should continue to devise and develop methods of sinkage
measurement suitable for recording absolute track ~inkages

irrespective of belly height 50 a5 to permit comparisons
between similar and dissimilar vehicleso In reports on
test:!! for traction, the instrwnent3 and technique were
d e s c r-Lb ed , The set-up being ready .for trial, the engine
of. the test vehicle was speeded up and the clutch engaged
as smoothly as possible in first gear. The anchor tank
had its br-ac k a on and gears engaged. 'rhus the full power
of the test vehicle was applied to shear the top layer of
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soil and when this was done the tracks continued to ro t a t e
with the tank s t a t Lonar-y , 'rhus three distinct load magni
tudes were consis tently observed: (a) a peak immediately
prior to track slip; (b) a low reading immediately the
track slipped; and (c) a gradual build-up to a suitable
reading near to, but usually less than the peak.

In a report by the Scientific Advisor to the British
Army Council, of May, 1945 (8.26) on the performance of
tanks in mud, comparative trials were held with the Sherman
tank and with the following tracks:

(1)

(2 )

(3 )

standard rubber chevron tracks and platypus
grousers;
standard steel chevron tracks and extended
end-connectors; and
standard rubber chevron tracks, rat grousers
and extended end-connectors.

Rat and platypus grousers were found to perform equally
well over the same course. 'I'he generally-held opinion
in this theatre was that extended end-connectors were
worth fitting for ordinary work, but that the improvement
to be expected was only slight. PlatJ~us grousers should
be available for special operations as they entirely
revolutionize the performance of the Sherman in mud and
make it rather better than the Churchill. The platypus
grouser however, can only be fitted to rubber tracks.

Tests were conducted of a light cargo car-
rier M29C (Weasel) over a Norfolk sand test plot at
Auburn in June 1945 (8.27). The purpose of these tests
was to deternline the effect of various load distributions
and a consequent shifting of the position of the centre
of gravity on vehicle performance. The results with
regard to track slippage and drawbar pull were given in
the section (D-4) on "Bearing Surface".

In comments on the report MC-82 of the British
Mud-Crossing Committee at their eleventh meeting in June,
1945, a discussion was held by the members on the method
of determination of the "figure of merit", for example,
drawbar pulls at no slip, first slip, and continuous
slip, with the average takeno It was found that the soil
reaction under slipping conditions may not be related to
the reaction ill1der mobile conditions.

A memorandum issued by the British A.O.R.G. in
June, 1945 (8.28) described a method of estimating tank
going using the towed wheel as noted in the preceding
section. There was evidence for believing that the sink
age of the two-wheeled trailer properly loaded is simply
related to the sinkage of the tracks of a track-laying
vehicle.
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A memorandum of June, 1945 from tbe British A.O.H.G.
(8.29), predicted from theory the sinkage of three A.F.V. IS

(A41,A41A,A43) in terms of the supporting power of the ground,
and compared their performance in this respect with that of
existing tanks of simil.ar design:the Churchill, Sherman and
the Cromwell~ Reasonable agreement has been found with the
observations so far available and it is felt that some con
fidence can be placed in the predicted relative performance
of various tanks. The theory related sinkage in a homo
geneous, cohesive medium with the main characteristics,
weight, number of bogies, breadth of track.

A report was issued in June, 1945" by the British
Mud-Crossing Committee (8.30) on rolling resistance of track
vehicles. The object was to obtain uniformity of nomenclature
on the rolling resistance of tracked vBLicleso It was pointGd
out that the resistance as measured by the test vehicle or
by allowing it to decelerate differs materially from the
rolling resistance of a vehicle when propelling itself on
the level at constant speed. It is therefore recommended
that the following nomenclature be adopted in all test work
on track layers.

Rolling Resistance: the resistance between the
sprocket and the ground of a track-layer when
propelling itself on the level at constant speed
consists of (a) external rolling resistance plus
(b) internal rolling resistance. It is expressed
as a force, ego pounds per ton of vehicle weight.
Tractive resistance: the resistance obtained by
differentiating the speed-time curve when allowing
a track-layer to decelerate in neutral gear.

Various trials were carried out by the Australian
Operational Research ~ eLion in Australia and New Guinea
in 1945, with the object of determining the best type of
tank track for use over muddy ground. One of the conclusions
reached was that the provision of extensions to the tracks
(duck-bills), both on the inside and outside, is of consider-
able assistance, increasing the bearing surface by 15 to
20%. These, however, had two disadvantages:

(1) They took some bime to fit, when on the move: and
(2) if left on when the tank was crossing snow or

hard rough ground., they were very soon broken.

Their advantages, therefore, appear to be small except
over soft flat ground. The strong -point of the tracked
one-ton truck, (Australian) was its very low track
pressure and high clearance compared with the British
armoured carrier. These characteristics enabled it to
act as a load carrier over terrain too swampy to take any
other known vehicle.
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(D-9) Effect of Soil Disturbance:

'I'h.Is ques tion involves the effec t on the ground of:
(a) repeated runs over the same track; (b) a sudden stop
or start; and (c) vibrations. All these disturcances may
cause a breakdown in the supporting power of the soil and
thus reduce the trafficability of the vehicle. For example,
since the coefficient of friction is greater when starting,
the excessive initial thrust needed to propel the vehicle
forward may easily cause it to dig in where the terrain
consists of a thin hard crust on top of soft boggy soil.

It was found by M. L. Nichols in 1931 (9.1) that
the injurious puddling effect of pressure varies with the
colloid content of the soil and that a sliding motion of
the surface applying force resulted in greater puddling
injury than when the pressure was applied directly.

In comparative trails on Somerset coastal sites
(F~gland) with various A.F.V. tracks in soft ground condi
tions (January, 1945) (9.2) the effect was observed of a
number of vehicles following the same route. A single
track with an underlay of firm clay was used and it was
concluded that this test emphasizes the value not only of
belly clearance but the necessity for bulldozing ability.

Some consideration of the mud-icr-o s s Lng performance
of track vehf.c Le a v.ae made in the light of the plastic
behaviour of clay ln a report by the British Committee of
February, 1945 (9.3). It was stated that under the very
small applied force, p~tic clay does not possess an elastic
range. Also some clay-water mixtures, normally quite solid,
will flo~ like a viscous liquid if sUbjected to vibration.
This chec!c3i~~ the release of stresses between each wheel
centre. The stress should be gradually applied and once
applied, steadily maintained for minimum deformation.

In March, 1945 the British Committee (9.4) were
studying progressive sinkage rates and shoe oscillation.
Tra.ck shoe oscillation was found to be less with the
Churchill tank than with the Sherman, suggesting the
superiority of the single-pin joint over the two-pin joint
from a soil displacement point of view.

In a report on a visit to Australia and New
Guinea by No. 10 British a.n.s., it was noted that the
advantage of the 6 x 6 over the Ford 3J, 4 x 4, appears
to be on soft and newly constructed roads. The 4 x 4
vehicle tended to tear up the road and to wear out new
roadso The 6 x 6 tended to flatten it down and this
improved the surface.

The T36 Snow Cruiser developed by the U.S. Forest
Service was evidence of the value of solid suspension as
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The ?ll.Ss.ians (D.5) have discussed the effect on
dr-awb ar- pull and rollingf'esistance of muL t LpLe dr Lv Lng a Lon ;
the same track; for instance, a trailer driven about 30 yards
along the same t rack caused an increase of required drawbar
pull of ab ou t 100 p ounds Q

(8) Great Britai~:

Important steps Lave been t aken by the Sritish
Tftud-Cl'oasing COnL'Tli tt e e Lr: planning future work and methods.
~)eparate ~'[mels of' the Comm i, t tee have made detailed app r e>
eiations of Mobile Rig Testing, Static Rig TestinG, Full
~)cale ;;'i81d Testing and :~:oil 'I'ea t.Lnr; , The object in
each c a s e hUG been to Lmpr-ove technique beyond earlier
methodso ?or example, in mobile rig testing, nc fewer
than li:':5 ciiff'erently proportioned tracks are reqlred in
order to nrrive at u eloaT' appreciation of the effects
of combinations of track width, track p1t 1 and grouser
d ep th , The numb er- of tests involved in t l.e systematic
s erLes viil1 be many times 125 as tests c ornb LnLng track,
suspension, soil and speed variations are necessary.
l'hLs .is a dmLt t e dLy a vast unde r t ak i.ng but, until it is
lone , dogmas and p r-e j udic e a may continue to govern design.

"s regnrds the technique of' full scale field
testing, development is now planned for applying electronic
methods t.o t cr-que me a s ur-emen t . :Preliminary trials of soil
bath tec}llliques are proceedins steadily and a great deal has
been 1 arnad, includ:Lng something uf what can not be done.

Initial steps are now being taken to 31~plement

the work of the British Mud Co~nittee by a small executivo
department workinc full-time and co-ordinat1ng the work of
the various bodies undertaldnc parts of the research pr-o gr-am ,
A system of performance and soil reportinG overseas is being
Lnt.roduc ed , t. p er-marren t r ep or-t.Lng party has already opcrat
e d with lE)th Army C;roup.

A paper has just been produced by the Committee
(r::C 93) discussing the b ac kgr-ound and principles involved
in soil. classification and sugsesting a condensed basic
classification suitable for military needs.

A report (A.O.H.G.253) has also been 1ssued
Jcently on the theory of Tank Sinkage based on the earlier

cheories of Terzaghi for the mode of shear under a long
narrow foot1.ngo This enables an estimation to be made
of the performance of tanks in terms of suspension and
track cl1aracteristj_c3o

It has been planned to bomb areas of differing terrain
and to photograph the craters so formed from the air-. A variety jl
of amphibian and land vehicles woul.d then be driven over tho siteS
Correlation w111 be at t ernpt ed between the a er LaI photos and v(j!Jlcl
+v\f",-p.pt4 r-lol"\t-..~. '").~ .+- .._
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(b) United states of j~erica;

Tests have been planned and are being carried out
at the Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland, by the Special
Projects Branch of the Automotive Division, u.s. Or~nance.

'ranks with vkrious types of tracks will be run over the
courses so that the mud encountered will deepen until forward
motion of the vehicle is stopped. 'rwo controls will be used
for each group of tra.cks run at anyone time.

A horizontal testing 00x is now being designed at
Auburn, Alabama, which can hold a sample of soil and will
move it in the horizontal plane at varyine speedsg At the
same time a model suspension and track is being constructed
so that it can be variously loaded to give a wide range of
ground pressures. It will also be possible to drive this
track relative to the motion of the soil box so that varying
degrees of slip can be simulated.

The u.s. Soil Conservation Service has agreed to
make a series of soil maps covering the world. Comparison
maps will be made showing water table characteristics for
the translation of the soil maps into probable soil conditions
and soil reactions.

The u.s. Mud 'resting Committee have initiated a track
widening program on med.ium and. light tanks, e.g. the medium
M-4, M-5A, and the M-24.

Various organizations in the United states have
been working on the problem of producing a suitable "bog
stick", that is, a man-portable penetrometer which on a
reconnaissance will give an indicat~on of the trafficability
of any terrain without involving the actual passage of a ve
hicle over the ground investigated.

The U.S. Engineering Board have carried out trials
at Yuma, Arizona, during 1945, with various vehicles over
"paddy fields II e

Cc) Canada;

One of the major undertakings of the Canadian
Cornm.L ttee on Soil and Snow Mechanics has been the accumu
lation of information and facts concerning the problem
of the interrelation of soil mechanics and the design and
operation of vehicles. This memorandum is a result of this
work.

A soil survey is being made of the No. 1 Vehicle
Proving Ground at Ottawa, Ontario. This will be a use
ful addition to the controls presently used in the test
ing of military vehicles by the Canadian Directorate of
Vehicles and .small Arms. This survey' was carried out with
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. the aid of a Mobile Laboratory equipped for soil analysis.

A memorandum has been issued recently by the Commlt t e e
describing a field soil testing device (combining vertical
and horizontal shear) which could be used on a reconnaissance
and which is man-portable. This device has been developed by
D.V.S.A. Another memorandum has been prepared on the question.
of shearing planes in sand as observed by model tests in sand
boxeso The sand was in layers, alternating with thin white
layers and thus photographic records could be obtained of the
visible planes of shear and the resultant strains established
bynoving various model tracks and grousers. An extensive
experimental~)rogramalong these lines will be carried out
at the University of Toronto during the winter of 1945-46.

Work is being planned for the winter involving the
investigation of snow properties in the light of snow
Hi'3C1D.nics and it s r ela t ion to the des ign and op era tion of
vehicles. Canada's geographical position and climate are
obviously suitable for research of this kind and it is
felt that a useful contribution can be made from Canada to
the present knowledge or snow characteristics.

F: CIVILIAN INTEREST

Although recent investigations of the problem under
review have been in connection with the military use of
tracked vehicles, the problem of the trafficability of
such vehicles is of course of much wider Lnt er-e s t . Establish
ments concerned with the design and manufacture of agricultu
ral equipment are naturally concerned with the problem so
that it is not surprising to find (as has been Lnd l c a t ed ):
that state Agricultural Colleges have done much investi
gational work on the interrelation of soil mechanics and
implement design and performance, a closely allied field.
Correspondingly, the manufacturers of agricultural machinery
have a lively interest in the problem; they are represented,
for example, on the S.A.E. Advisory Mud Testing Committee
in the United states. In a similar way, manuf'a c turers and
users of earth-moving e quLprnen t are concerned with the effect
of soil pr-op er t i.e s upon their products; they, too, are
represented on the S.lLE. Comml t t e e ,

Preliminary discussions have been held in Canada
with such civilian interests, but the Canadian Committee
has, up to t he present, confined itself to the military
problemo This memorandum would not be complete, however,
without a brief reference to the special civilian appli
cations of such researches as are herein described, which
are possible in Canadao Not only is there a wide range
of app Lf.c at Loris in the agricultural and earth-moving
fields, but there is tbB even wider application to
transportation over open country, so necessary in all the
northern parts of Canada.
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At present, most of this transport is done in the
winter, when the material traversed is snow, but for minin~

development in particular, corresponding "r oadless" trave1
in srunmer is also important, when materials to be traversed
will include not only soil, but solid rock and "muskeg".
Interested in the general question of transport over open
country are such organizations and Canadian Government De
partments as the Hoyal Canadian Mounted Police, the Hudson's .
Bay Company, and the entire Pulp and Paper and Mining industries
of' Canada.

It can readily be seen that the economic possibilities
of improving transport over open country have very special
significance for Canada. Correspondingly, Canad~ provides
unusually good facilities for study of over-snow travel. It
is therefore to be hoped that, in due course, the current
military studies can be applied and extended to the civilian
field, more especially in the directions already indicated.
Some civilian interests have already done a great deal of
work on the problem, notably the manufacturers of earth-
moving equipment in connection with track details, and
the Canadian Pulp and Paper industry (together with the
Forest Products Laboratory of the Dominion Government)
in regard to over-snow travel. There is still, however,
much to be done, as this memor-andum makes clear.

G: CONCLUSION

This memorandum presents a review of the written
records of studies of the interrelation of soil mechanics
and the design and operation of tracked vehicles, consulted
by the Committee 0 Th '" record cannot be complete, despite
the care with which it has been prepared. It brings
together however, in one publication, a significant collec
tion of data and it is hoped that as such it will be as
useful to other investigators in the field as it has been
to the Canadian Committee. 'I'he gaps in present knowledge
are clearly indicated, as are also the avenues along which
imnlediate investigation seems to be desirable. Although
the inter-cop~ection of soil mechanics and the mechanical
design of automotive vehicles appears, at fir3t sight, to
be a very tenuous one, this memorandum makes clear that the
connection is, or should be, a very close one.

Prepared: Capt. J. Kastner, R.C.A.
Checked: Prof. R. F. Legget
Approved: Col. J. T. iillson, D.N.D.
Issued: 21.1046
No. of Copies: 110
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HEFEREHCES CITED IN THE TEXT

S-oecial Note:
+

Since so many of the publications to be mentioned
are of a military character, military utbreviations have
been retained in the following lists.

INTRODUCTION AND BASIC PROBLEMS

10 "Mud and Cross-Country Combat Vehicles" Automotive Divis
ion, Ordnance Research and Development Centre (U.S.)
A.P.G., Maryland. By E. G. McKibben, Michigan state
College. 13 Nov. 44

2. T1Tracks for Pighting Vehicles II - Pt. II Chap ter II.
By "2.:. \i. MickletllVlai t , :School of Tank 'I'e chnoLogy ,
M.C. of 3. (UK). Jul. 44

SPECIFIC PROBLEMS

1. delly Clearance

101 i'Lr-e and Track Flotation of Military Ve.h.l.c Le s "
.:.;l.A.E. Journal, Vol. 52, No. 80 By Lt.-Col.
Jo Eo Engler, Ordnance Desert Proving Ground,
Camp Seeley, California. Aug. 44

1.2 lIFirst Report on Tractive Resistance Tests
of 105 mm , Howitzer, M3Al, (Airborne) with
and without Skid Pans in Controlled Soil
Bins at Tillage Machinery Laboratory,
Auburn, i\labama,!! Automotive Division, Or
dnance Research and Development Centre
(U •S.), AF G, Maryland. 18 Sept. 44

1.3 AFV Technical Staff, Fd Forces, 11 Army
Gp, SEA Report No.1 By DDAFV(T) 25 sept. 44

1.4 lIHeport on a Visit to Australia and New
Cuinea by #10 A.O.R.S.(Brit).T1 By
By Australian Operational Research
Section Nov. 44

105 ITComparative Trials on Somerset Coastal
Sites with Various AFV Tracks in Soft
Ground Conditions II Hep ort liF'T 1;:,53 and
#FT 1553/1 UK Mud-Crossing Ctee - MC-51 By
Lt.-Col. E. Ward 15 Jan. 45

1.6 "Comparative Trials on Somerset Coastal
Si tes, Etc." Report II-F'T 1553/3 UK Mud
Crossing Ctee - MC-82 By Capt Po Eo
Martin 14 May 45
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1.7 Itoyal Armoured Corp sreclmical :31tuation
Report #32. By British Army Staff at
Detroit to.,'ar Office(UK)

2. Drive Sprocket ArranGement

2.1 Engineering (London), pp. 12 and 14.

2.2 Vcrein Deutscher Ingenieur, #7

3. Material (Adhesion)

July ..1,'-:'

1 ~-j()

Z5.1 "'l'rac tion and Flotation and Pr ac k Develop
ment It Ordnance Hesearch and Development
Centre (C.S.) AP:}, Y.laryland. By IJIaj .".
C. Christopher 2~?' Dec. 44

::').2 "::,oil Dynamics" ;37th Annual Heport of
the iigric. Expt. sta., !\la.bama l'oly
t e c hn Lc Ins ti tute, Aub urn , Alabama.
By lVI. L. Nichols

6.;: ":)oil Dynamic s" ::;Sth Annual Hop or-t of
tile Agr Lc , Exp t.':; t a , , Alabama P oly
technic Institutu, Auburn, Alabama..
By n. L. Nichols

,),,1 "Soil Dynamics" '10th Annua L Heportof
the A~ric. Expt. Sta., Alabama foly
teclmic Ln s t Ltute, Auburn, Altlbama.
By M. L. Nichols

:).;~) tl:~tudies of Adhesion Be t we eri Soil and
:.%tal Surfaces" 46th Annual Heport of
the 1\[.!;r Lc , Exp t , ~; t e , , f,labama Poly
t.e c hn Lc Insti tute, Aub ur-n , Alabama
By 1\1. L. !Jichols and 1". A. Kummer-

"rhe Dynamic fropcrties OL ':::,oiL3 as
App Li.e d to the Elemonts of Imploment
Design. Development of Heduced-~riction

Surfaces and Materials for Experimontal
tLows " 49th Annual Rep ort of the Agric.
Expt. sta., Alabama Polytechnic Institute,
Auburn, Alabama. By P. A. Kummer-

~j,,7 "Some Considerations of' the !\Iud-Crossing
Performance of Tracked Vehicles in the
Light of the Plastic Behaviour of Clay"
UK Mud-Crossing Ctee - N:C-73 British
Hefrac tor ies Hes e ar c h J'lS soc ia tion
By H. H. Macey



3.8 "Comparative
Sites, Etc."
Mud-Crossing
P. E. Martin
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Trials on Somers~t Coastal
Report #FT 1553/3 UK

Ctee - MC-82 By Capt.
14 May 45

3.9 21 Army Gp AFV Technical Report and
Reply #22 By AFV{T) Rear HQ 21 Army
Gp BLA

3.10 "Report on a Visit to Australia and
New Guinea by No. 10 ORS (Brit)"
By Australian Operational Research
Section

Apr. 45

Nov. 44

4. Bearing Surface (Pressure Distribution)

4.1 "A Study of the F'undamental Factors
Influencing the Traction of Viheel Tractors"
35th Annual Report of the Agric. Expt. Sta.,
Alabama Polytechnic Institute, Auburn,
Alabama. By J. W. Randolph and M. L.
Nich~ls 1924

4.2 Technik in der Landwirtshaft sept. 33

4.3 Verein Deut~cher Ingenieur, #7 1936

4.4 "Design of High Speed 'I'r-acked Vehicles"
Froc. Institute of ~utomotive Engineers
p. 398, 1939. By H. E. Merrit 1939

4.5 "Effect of ~Vheel Arrangement on Holling
Re s Ls t anc e " Journal Paper J-726 of the
Iowa Agric. Expt. StaG in co-operation
with A.S.A.E. Vol. 21, No.3, pp. 95-96,
By J. Davidson and E. G. McKibben Mar. 40

4.6 "Effect of Radius and Slippage of
'i<iheels" Journal Paper J -768 of the
Iowa Agric. Expt. Sta., in co-operation
with ASAE, Vol. 21, No.7, p. 275,
By J. B. Davidson and Eo G. McKibben July 40

4.7 "Vehicle Pressure Tests vdth Dummy
Mine Gauges" National Research Council,
Ottawa, Ontario. Jan. 44

4.8 "Load Under the Track of a Snowmobile"
National R~search Council, Ottawa,
Ontario. By R. ~. McKay and R. Bailey 25 Feb. 44

4.9 Royal Armoured Corps Technical Situa
tion Report #32, British Army Staff
in Detroit to War Office (U.K.) Feb. 45
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·4.10 "Soil Mechanics in Relation to, Fight1ng
Vehicles" School of Tank 'fecht'lology.
M.C. of S. (UK), Me-7, TT-351. By E.
W. Micklethwait Mar. 44

4.11 "Tracks for Pighting Vehicles" - Pt. II.
School of 'rank Technology, M.C. of S.
(UK) By E. jV. Mlcklethwait Jul, 44

4.12 "Tire and Track Flotation of Military
Vehicles" SAE Journal, Vol. 52, No. 8
By Lt.-Col. J. E. ~gler, Ordn~nce Desert
~roving Ground, Camp Seeley, California. Aug. 44

4.13 "The +nfluence of Soils on Operations
Involving Tracked and I~heeled Veh,l.c1es"
School of 'rank 1'echnology, (M. c. of' S.)
UK Mud Ctee loW-8, By Lt.-Col. Skinner Aug. 4~

4.14 Hoyal Armoured Corps Technical Situation
Report #29 British Army Staff in Detroit
to War Office (UK) Dec. 44

4.15 Committee on the M~d-Crossing Performance
of Track-laying AFV's Interim Report,
M. of S. (UK) - MC-46 Nov. 44

4.16 "Some Considerations of the Mud-Crossing
Performance of Tracked Vehicles in the
Light of the flastic Behaviour of Clay"
UK Mud-Crossing Ctee - MC-73 British
Refractories Hesearch Assooiation,
By H. H. Macey. };'eb. 45

4.17 "Effect of Grouser t'resoure Face and
Track Ground SUI'face Area" Automotive
Division Ordnance Development and
Research Centre (U.S.) A.P.G.,
Maryland. . 21 Dec. 44

4.18 "Trails of tBI Vehicles in Paddy fields"
MGO (India) Quarterly Bulletin #4,
p. 220, Director of Mechanization
Tech. Report #2 Dec, 44

4.19 itA Report on the Aork of AORS 4(a)
(Mud) (Brit)" SD 6, CMHQ By Capt.
J. H. Whyte 16 Dec. 44

4.20 Monthly Heports on "a" Vehicles fzoom
CMHQ 'fech. L1a130n Report #17 3 Doc. 44

4.21
and

4.22

Royal Armoured Corps Technlcal Situa
tion Report #~l T-36 Snow Cruiser de
veloped by U.S. Forest Sezovice and
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Iron Fireman ,Mfg'. Coo By Bri tish Army
Staff to War Office (UK) 18 Feb. 45

4.23 "Comparative Trials on Somerset Coastal
Sites, Etc. " Heport #FT 1553/2 UK Mud-
Crossing c.tee ,- MC~72 By Lt.-Col. K.

It, ~_

Ward .i>o/" 14 May 45

4.24 IIComparative Trials on Somerset Coastal
:Sites, Etc. " Report#F'::: 1553/2 UK Mud"; "

Crossing Ctee -.MC-72 By Lt.-Col. E.
I'vard 23 Mar. 45

4.25 Royal Armoured Corps Technical Situa
tion Report #30' By British Army Staff
(Ministry of' . supply)

4.26 .IIGerman AFV'sin v"iinter" ·~)ec. 115,
MIlO W.O. By G.3.I ('l'ech') 21st Army Group

... ,.,

4.27 lI'fest of M29C (Neasel) in the Norfolk
Sand 'rest Plot. II Report II AP 3B 'fillage
Machinery Laboratory, Auburn, Ala.

5. Gpousers

501 IIA study of the Fundamental Factors
Influencing the Traction of ~heel

Tractors ll 35th Annual Report of the
Agric. Expt. Sta., AlabamaPolytechriic
Institute, AUburn;. Alabama, By J. W.
Randolph and M. L. Nichols

5.2 "The Study of Fundamental Factors In
fluencing the Traction of vvheelTractors"
36th Annual Report of the Agric. Expt.
sta., Alabama pc lytechnic Institute,'
Auburn, Alabama. By J .-W. Randolph and
M. L. Nichols

5.3 IIVariation of the Lug Design Factors ,
Affecting Traction" 40th Annual·Report
of the Agric. Expt. sta. ,Alabama Poly
technic Institute, Auburn, Alabama
By J. 'IV. Randolph

5.4 IIAgricultural Engineering in North America
and.Gernianyll (with special reference to
the organization of Research in Farm
Machinery) College of Estate Management,
(London) #6, By C. Culpin

Mar. 45

May 45

28 June 45

1924

1925

.1929

1939
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"Traotive Efficiency of the Farm Tractor"
Iowa Research Bulletin #189. By J. B.
Davidson, E. G. McKibben and E. V. Collins 1939

5.6 Committee on the Mud-Crossing Performance
of Track-laJing AFV' s Interim Report, Ministry
of Supply (UK), MC-46 Nov. 44

"Effect of Grouser Pressure Face and Track
GroWld,3urface Area" By Ordnance Research'
and Development Centre (U.S.) APG. Maryland 21 Dec. 44

5.8 "Comparative Trials on Somerset Coastal
sites, Etc." ~teport f,i:li''ll 1553 and lj.;?T 1553/1,
ill{ Mud Ctee - MC-61. By Lt.-Col. E. Ward 15 Jan. 45

5.9 Royal Armoured Corps Teclmical :.):1. tuntion
Report #32 British Army Stalf at 0etroit
to War Office (U.K.) Feb. 45

5.10 'lleport on Platypus Grouser" #1 Cdn Sec.
AFV(T) Staff Report #7, App. C. By Maj.
Sangster DDAFV(T) Mar. 45

5.11 "Comparative Trials on ;:;omerset COQ.stal
Si tes, Etc." Report # FT 1553/2 UK Mud
~t~e, MC-72. By Lt.-Col. E. Ward Mar. 45

5.12 "Pressure Cone versus Applied Load Studies
on Model Grousers"~ By Ordnance Researoh
and Development Centre, ArG., Maryland. 23 Apr. 45

5.13 Royal Armoured Corps Situation Report #34
By British Army Staff to War Office (UK) 18 May 45

5.14 "Tracks for Fighting Vehicles" By E. 'iV.
Micklethwait, School of Tank Technology,
M.O. of S. (UK) JUly 44

6. Qpen or Closed frac~s
i i

Royal Armoured Corps Technical Situation
Report #32 By British Army staff at
Detroit to War Office (UK)

7. Soil Conditions

Feb. 45

"Soil Dynamics" 44th Annual Report of the Ag
ric. Expt. Sta., Alabama Polytechnic Institute,
Auburn, Alabama. By M. L. Nichols 1933
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7.2 "A Study of the .Ftmdamental Factors In
fluencing the Traction of V'Iheel Tractors"
35th Annual Report of the Agric. Expt.
Sta., Alabama Polytechnic Institute,
Auburn, Alabama By J. W. Handolph and
M. L.,' Nichols

7.3 "Soil Dynamics" 37th Annual Report of
the Agric. Expt. Sta., Alabama Poly
technic Institute, Auburn, Alabama
By M. L. Nichols

7.4 "Soil Dynamics" 41st Annual Heport of
the Agric. Expt. Sta., Alabama Poly
technic Ins t., Auburn, Alabama. By
M. L. Nichols

7.5 "Physical Reactions of 'l'illage Tools
Causing Compression and Arch Formation,
and Analyses of Plow Mold-board Shapes
and Materials" 51st Annual Report of
the Agric. Expt. Sta., Alabama Poly
technic Inst., Auburn, Alabama.
By F. A. Kummer

7.6 "Soil Mechanics in Relation to Fighting
Vehicles" UK Mud-Crossing Ctee, MC-7
School of Tank Technology M.C. of S.
(UK) By E. «, Micklethwait

7.7 PTracks for Fighting Vehicles" School
of Tank Technology M.C. of S. (U.K.)
By E. W. j;/licklethwait

7.8 "The Influence of Soils on Operations
Involving Tracked and '''heeled Vehicles"
School of .'rank 'rechnology, M.C. of S.
UK Mud Ctee MC-8. By Lt.-Col. Skinner

7.9 Royal Armoured Corps .Technical Situation
Report #29 British Army Staff in Detroit
to War Office (UK)

i

7.10 "Trials of 'B' Vehicles in Paddy Fields"
Director of Mechanization Technical
Report #2, MGO (Ind:i,a) Quart~rly Bulletin
#4, p. 220~ .

7.11 lIf, Report on the Work of AOR3 4(a)(Mud)
(Brit.) 3D 6, CMHQ. By Capt. J. H. Whyte

7.12 Royal Armoured Corps Technical Situation
Report #31. By British Army Staff in
Detroit to War Office (UK)

1924

1926

1930

1940

Mar. 44.

July 44"

Aug. 44;

Nov. 44

Dec. 44

16 Dec. 44

18 Feb. 45
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7.13 "Pressure Cone Studies of Model Grousers"
Ordnance Research and Development Centre
(U.S.) APG, Maryland. 15 Jan. 45

7.14 "Comparative Trials on Somerset Coastal
sr tes, Etc. 'I Report II F'r 1553 &/,PT1553/1 UK Mud
Ctee, MC-51. By Lt.-Col. E. Ward 15 Jnn. 45

7.15 "The Relation Between Soil Moisture
Content and Tank-Going ll AORG (Brit)
Report #243 - MC-48. By Maj. Parkinson
and Capt. ~illiam 1 Jan. 45

7.16 "A Description of a Mobile Laboratory for
Recording 'rank-Going Data II AORG (Brit)
Memo #457 AORS 4(a) UK Mud ctee - MC-49. 2 Jan. 45

7.17 IIl'he Hela tion Between Soil Moisture
Content and Tank-Going" AORG(Brit)
Report #243 - MC-48. By Maj. Parkinson
and Capt. ~illiam 1 Jan. 45

7.18 Royal Armoured Corps Technical Situation
Report 1132 British Army 3taff to War
Office (UK) Feb. 45

7.19 "Some Considerations of the Mud-Crossing
Performance of Tracked Vehicles in the
Light of the Plastic Behaviour of Cl~y"

UK Mud-Crossing Ctee - MC-73 British
Refractories Research Association, By
H. H. Macey Feb. 45

7.20 "Comparative Trials on Somerset Coastal
Sites, Etc." Report #FT 1553/2 UK Mud
Ctae - MC-72. By Lt.-Col. E. Ward 23 Mar. 45

7.21 Hoyal Armoured Corps Technical
Situation Report #30. By British
l~I':ny Staff to :,:lr Office (UK) Mar. 45

7.22 "Problems and Questions for Overseas
ORIs" Monthly Dulletin liS, By SA/AC to
NDlIQ Apr. 45

7.23 "Pressure Cone vs Applied Load Studies
on I'ilodel Grousers". By Ordnance Research
and Development Centre (U.S.) APG, Mary-
land 23 Apr. 45

7.24 Extract from Mediterranean Area AFV Tech
Heport //27 UK Mud-Crossing ctee - MC-S6
AFV(T) HQ Sth Army. By Lt.-Col. Skinner 26 May 45
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7.25 "Soil Preparation and Control Tests"
By Ordnance Research and Development
Centre (U.S.) ~uburn, Alabama

:. "

7.26 "Terrain and Types of Tank Action"
11 Army Gp, SEAC,·AFV Technical
StaffFd Porce

14 July 45

Apr. 45

7.27 "Performance of Tanks in Mud"
para. 2 of AFV Technical Report #26
from Mediterranean Area. Nov. 44

7.28 lithe Farm Tillage hlachinery Laboratory
a t Auburn, f~labamaTl Agr ic ul tural Engineer
ing, Vol. 16, #6, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture.
By, J. ~. Randolph and I. F. Reed 1935

7.29 Verein Deutscher Ingenieur, i/7 193{3

7.30 Tractor Handbook, p. 502, Moscow U.S.S.R. 1938

7.31 Technic in Der Landwirtschaft Vol. 17, #1,
By H. Meyer and F. Kliefoth 1936

7.32 "Soil Penetration Tests as a Means of
Predicting Rolling Hesistance" A.S.A.E.
Journal, Vol. 21, #6. By E. G. McKibben
and D. o. Hull June 40

7.33 "A Method of Studying Soil Packing by
Tractors Tl ASAE Journal, Vol. 21, 47,
p.281. By I. F. Reed July 40

7.34 "The Electrical Capacity of the 2-Electrode
Plaster of Paris Block as an Indicator of
Soil-Moisture Content" Soil Science, Vol~

.54. By California Agr Lc , Exp t , Sta.
Anderson and Endlessen Mar. 1942

7.35 "A CaLfb r-at ed 30il Probe for Mens ur-Lng
Field Soil Mois ture fr Soil Sc ienc e Vol.
53. By R. B. Allen U.S. Dept. of
Agriculture 1942

7.36 AFV Technical Staff, Fd Forces Report #1
11 Army Gp, SEAC By DDAPV ('r) 25 Sep t , 41

7.37 "A Method of Estimating the Trafficability
of Soils for Tanks ll Tank Mobility - I,
AORG Report //238 UK Mud-Crossing Ctee -
MC-47. By Maj. Parkinson and Capt. Miller Dec. 44

7.38 "A Report on the '~iork of AOrtS (40.) (N~ud)

(Brit)"SffiCMHQ By Capt. J. H.iJhyte 16 Dec. 44
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7.39' "A Descr-iption of a Mobile Lal?oratory.for
Recording Tank-Going Data" AORG (Brit)
Memo #457, AORS 4(a), UK Mud Ctee - MC-49 2 Jan. 45

7.40 "An Exploration of Pressure Distribution
with Pieso-electric Gauges" UK Mud Ctee 
MC-60 By Dept. of Scientific and Industri-
al Research - Road Research Laborator,. Jan. 45

7.41 Royal Armoured Corps Technical Situation
Report #33. By British Army Staff to
War Office. (UK) 18 Apr. 45.

7.42 Royal Armoured Corps Technical Situation
Report #32. By British Army Staff to
0ar Office (UK) Feb. 45

7.43 Royal Armoured Corps Technical Situation
Report #30. By British Army Staff to
War Office (UK) in Detroit Mar. 45

7.44 "Proctor Needle Penetrometer for Soil
Testing" #20, Item 15. By D. of
Mechanization, Australia 1 Mar. 45

7.45 Extract from Mediterranean Area AFV
Tech. Report #27 UK Mud Ctee - MC-86
AFV(T) HQ 8th Army. By Lt.-Col. Skinner 26 May 45

7.46 "A Method of Estimating Tank-Going
Using a Towed liiheel" AORG (Brit)
Memo #533. By Maj. Parkinson 1 June 45

8. Rolling Resistance

8.1 "Tractor Lug Studies" 41st Annual Report
of the &~pt. Sta., Alabama Polytechnic
Institute, Auburn, Alabama. By J. W.
Randolph

8.2 "Soil Dynamics" 44th Annual Report of
the Agric. Expt. Sta., Alabama Polytechnic
Institute AUburn, Alabama. By M. L. Nichols

8.3 Technic in Del' Landwirtschaft

8.4 Verein Deutscher Ingenieur #21

8.5 Verein Deutscher Ingenieur #7

8.6 Tractor Imndbook, p. 148, Moscow, U.S.S.R.

8.7 Automotive Technische Zeitung #18

1933

sept. 3~

1935

1936

1938

1938
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8..8 "Design of High Speed Tracked Vehicles"
Proc. Institute of Automotive Engineers,
p.398, 1939, By. H. E. Merrit

8.9 "Effec t of Radius and .Slippage of Wheels"
Journal Paper J-768 the Iowa Agric. Expt.
Sta., A.S.A.E. Journal Vol. 21 1/7, p. 275.
By J. B. Dav:ii.dson and E. G. McKibben

8.10 "Soil Mechanics in Relation to Fighting
Vehicles" School of Tank Technology
~1.C. of S.(UK) UK Mud Ctee - MC-7, TT-351.
By E. W. Micklethwait

8.11 "The Influence of Soils on Operations
.' In.:y:CDlving Tracked and./heeled Vehicles"

School of Tank Technology M.C. of S.
UK Mud Ctee MC-B. By Lt.-Col. Skinner

8 .12 '~Tire and Track Flotation of Mili tary
Vehicles" Camp .Seeley, Calif. SAE
Journal, Vol. 52 - No.8. By Lt.-Col.
L. E. Engler, Ordnance Desert Proving
Ground, Camp Seeley, California.

8.13 "F'irst Report on Tractive Resistance 'rests
of 105 mm. Howitzer M3Al (Airborne) with and
without Skid PanB in Controlled Soil Bins
at 'rillage Machinery Laboratory, Auburn,
Alabam~'AutomotiveDivision, Ordnance
Research and Development Centre (US)
.APG,Maryland

8.14 "A Report on the iiork of AORS (4a Mud) II

SD 6 CMHQ. By Capt. J. H. Vihyte

8.15 rrA Description of a Mobile Laboratory
for Recording Tank-Going Data" AORG
(Brit) Memo #457, AORS4(a) UK Mud
Ctee MC-49

8.16 Royal Armoured Corps Technical
. Situation Report #32. By British
Army Staff to {jar Office (UK).
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Effect of Soils in Cross Country Operation of Military
Vehicles

Mechanioal Laboratory Branch, 1 Sept. 19440

Cross Country Mobility or Vehicles
Mechanical Laboratory Branoh, 1 Sept. 19440

Effect of Grouser Pressure Face and Track Ground Sur
faoe Area,

Mechanical Laboratory Branoh, 21 Dec. 19440

Traction and Flotation and Track Development,
Special Projects Branch, 22 Dec. 1944.

Recommendations for Field Modifications of Tank Tracks
for TImproved Operation over Difficul~ Terrain,

Special ProjeotsBranch, Jan. 1945.

First Report on Mud Testing Program,
Mechanical Laboratory Branch, 1 Feb. 19450

Report of Meeting with Representatives of the British
Mud Committee and D.SeD.A. Soi~ Conservation Service,

Mechanicai Laboratory Branch, 22 Mara 194,.

Report of Meeting with British Mud Committee, at
Aberdeen Proving Ground,

Mechanical Laboratory Branoh, 1, Mar. 194'0

Discussion of Progress Report No.2, "Recommended Test
Procedure for Auburn Soil Bin and Field Test Program
of Sil Tractor War Emergency Committee"

Memorandum ItMud Testing Program, Summer 194.5 11 to Ltc>
Col. Eo GraYt 25 apr. 1945.
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(General Memoranda)

Mud and Cross-Country Combat Vehicles,
E. Go McKibben, 13 Nov. 1944.

Tire and Track Flotation or Military Vehicles,
ASAE Journal, Vol. 52, No.8, Aug. 19440

Soil Survey, Palmer Test Area,
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Mar. 1945.

Soil Survey, Ohurchville Automotive Test Area,
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Apr. 1945.

SAE Tractor War Emergency Oommittee tor Mud Testing of
Military Vehicles Reports

Minutes of TWEC Meeting ot 25 Aug. 1944 at which
Major MacKenzie presented proposal to TWEC. Oopy
of Lto Colo Gray's letter of 28 Jul. attached.

Notes from meeting of 7 and 8 Sept. 1944 included with
minutes of TWEC meeting of 15 Sept. 1944 in Milwaukee.

BUlletin to TWEC members 9 Oct. 1944 including letters
of comment from committee members.

Letter of 6 Nov. 1944 containing letter of J. Wo
McBurney to Eo Fo Noreliuso

Letter of·13 Nov. 1944 from Lt. 001. Gray to E. Fo
Norelius.

Agenda for meeting of 16-18 Jan. 1945.

Infor.mative Paper: status of the design and develop
ment of the Controlled Soil Testing Laboratory Yacil
ity to be built at Aberdeen Proving Ground.

Informative Paper: Tests at Auburn, Ala. to determine
soil control and preparation methods to be used in the
Controlled Soil Testing Laboratory to be oonstructed
at Aberdeen Proving Ground.

Infol~ative Paper: Discussion of the schedule of small
model and full size tracK'and component testing.

Informative Paper: Conclusions drawn from the testing
olthe Clark MOdel CA-l and the 105 mm Howitzer at
Auburn, Ala., from 4 Feb. to 20 Oct. 19440
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lnformative Paper: Testing of Comba t Vehic les for 12ud
Operation in the Palmer Test Area, Aberdeen Proving
Ground.

Informative Paper: Report on the work being done to
determine the specific soils to be used in the Soil
Test Bins of the Controlled Soil Testing Laboratory
and their source.

Minutes of meeting of 16, 17, 18 Jan. 1945 of the ~VEC
Mud Testing Committee including a review of the work
of the British Committee on Mud Crossing

M. Olley

Progress Report #1, Recommendations Concerning Flots.
tion and Traction Testing of Military Vehicles,

SAE Committee, 31 Jan. 1945.

Correspondence 7 Feb. 194"
Dept. of National Defence Canada to Maurice
Olley to E. F. Norelius.

Correspondence 19 Feb. and 21 Feb. 1945
H. E. Churohill and E. F. Norelius

Report on Meeting
E. G. McKibben

Unconfirmed minutes of joint meeting of TWEC and British
.Mud Test Committee representatives, at Detroit, 2 Mar.
1945 ..

Progress Report #2, uReconunended Test Prooedure for
Auburn Soil Bins and Field Test Program," Mar .. 19450

Unconfirmed Minutes of joint meeting of the SAE-TWEC
Mud Testing Committee atAPG, 7 May 1945.

(Auburn Memoranda)

Auburn Project, Soil Preparation Study, 9 Dec. 1944.

Model Testing Program at Auburn, Ala. 23 Dec. 1944 ..

Pressure Cone Studies of Model Grousers, 15 Jan. 1945.

Soil Drainage Tests with Tension Apparatus at APG,
3 Mar. 1945.

Soil Drainage Tests Conducted in the Soil Preparation
Test Bins from 20 Mar. 1945 to 7 Apr. 1945.
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Pressure Cone vs. Applied Load Studies on Model
Grousers, 23 Apr. 1945.

Test of the Cargo Carrier, M29C (Weasel) 'in the Norfolk
Sand Test Plot at the Tillage Machinery Laboratory,
Auburn, Ala. from 5 Apr. 1945 to 27 Apr. 1945.

Canada:

"Snow Traversing T.rials Conducted at Ottawa, Canada,
Winter 1942-1943"

G. R. Montgomery, AEDB., D. of M. and S.,
ottawa.

"Tire Chains"
A. T. Broom and T. G. Couoh,
Report E 204-233-304, AEDB, D. of M. and So,
Ottawa, 20 Jun. 1944.

"Tire Chains, Endless Type, Parsons 'Orion' Type"
A. T. Brown and C. W. Kirkpatrick,
AEDB Report E 543, D. of M. and S.,
Ottawa, 4 Jan. 1945.

IILoad under Track of a Snowmobile"
R. W. McKay and R. Bailey,
National Research Council Report P-107,
Ottawa, 25 Feb. 1944.

"Rolling Resistance Study 6x6~

W" N. Cahter.
AEDB Report #540, D. of·M. and S., Ottawa,
8 Feb. 1945.

ftResistance to Skidding Tank Tracks"
Co A. Warren and V. W. G. Wilson,
AEDB, Report E 496, D. of M. and S., Ottawa»
17 Apr. 19450

"Guide for the Selection of AgriCUltural Soils"
P. C. Stobbe and A. Leahey,
Ottawa, Jul. 1944.

IIPedology - The Dirt Science and Agricultural Settle
ment in Ontario"

Go A. Hills, Research Division, Onto Dept.
of Lands and Forests,
Reprint from the Canadian Geographical
Journal, Sept. 1944.
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r1Compar iaon Test Rubber Block and T5-4El"
W. o. Ross and C. W. Kirkpatrick,
DME .5, AEDB Report E342, Ottawa, 21 Deco
194'0

"Gradability of Ram II on 20~ Clay"
Jo E. Westbrook and C. W. Kirkpatrick
AEDB, D. of M. and S., Ottawa, 19 Oct. 4'0

"Jungle Wrap-around Tracks for the Rear Bogies of
Six-Wheeled Vehicles"

Lt. Col. Irwin, DVSA, Ottawa, 3 May, 194'0

"Measurement of Blast Pressures with Piezo-Electric
Gauges!!

Ro Biley and P. T. Demos,
Div. of Physinsand Elec. Eng., N.R.C. Ottawa,
Report #F-III, Jul. 1944.

liThe Rationalization of Logging Sleighs"
w. E. Wakefield, Woodlands Sec1n.,
Cdn. Pulp andil?aper Assoc., Jul. 1937.

"The Rationalization of Sleigh .Design"
Wo E. Wakefield, Woodland Sea'n.,
edna Pulp and Paper Assoc. #178, Jano 19360

/'Use of Tractors in Logging"
Ao M. Koroleff, 'Woodlands sec rn , ,
Cdn. Pulp and Paper Assoc. #20" 19280

"Dse of Motor Trucks in Woods Operations n

Lo R. Schenlt, Woodlands Sec'n.,
Cdn. Pulp and Paper Assoo.,#187, 1934.

"Notes on Snowmobiles"
w. A. Delahey,
Odn. Pulp and Paper Assoc. #191, Jan. 1935.

"Peat in Canada"
Ao A. SWinnerton,
Odno Geographical Journal, Jul. 19450

11Motor Vehicles for Travel on &low n

G. J. Klein, Div. of Mech. Eng., N.R.Co
ottawa,
Report #MM-58, Jul. 1942.

"Vehic Le Pressure Tests wi th Dummy Mine Gauges It

Ro W. MaKay,
National Researoh Council, Jano 19440
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Australia

Report on Visit to Australia and New Guinea by #10
A.OoR .. So

Australian Operational Research Section.

»Proctor Needle Penetrometer for Soil Testing"
Item 1.5, Australian Mechanization Summary
#20, 1 Mar. 194.5,
By D. of Mechanization, Australia.

South East Asia

"Employment of LVT's in Arakan"
Extracts from ~V Tech. Staff, Fd ~orces,

ALFSEA. ,
Report #.5, p • .5, para. 33-40.

"Trials of "B" Vehicles"
Chief Inspector of Mach. (India),
Extracts from 11th army ALFSEA AYV Tech.
Staff, Fd Force Report #4.

"Staghound Armoured Car"
Extracts from AFV Tech. Staff, Fd Force
ALFSEA
Report'#5, p.:8, para • .5.5.

IfTerrain and Types of Tank Action"
11 ArmyGp, SEAC, aFV Tech. Staff Fd Force,
apr.. 194.5.

ItTransportation of Artillery Through Mud"
BAS(W) Jungle Warfare Liaison Letter #17,
.5 Dec. 1944.

AFV Technical Starr, Field Forces, Report 11 (and
DTD 'S r e pl y )

DDAlV (T) 11 ~rmy Gp, SEA, 2.5 Sept. 44.

;'Trials of "B" Vehicles in Paddy Fields"
Director of Mechanization, Tech. Report #2,
MGO (India) Quarterly Bulletin 14, p. 220,
Dec" 1944,
11 Army Group SEAC AFV Tech. Staff Fd Forces
Rpts. HQS 33.52-37-6-2-Fd 1.

Russia:

Tractor Handbook (Translated)
Moscow 19380
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~Theory of Horse and Tractor Haul" .
Extracts from nSnow and Ice Logging Road~

Prof. N. Vetchinkin, Russia, 1930, trans
lated by A. Korolef!, Odn. Pulp and Paper
Assoc.

~Theory and Construction and Use of ;",grlcultura1
Machinery - III" (Translated)

Moscow, 1936.

Germany:

ttGerman AJ!V's in Winter lt

G.S. I (Tech) 21 Army Gp.
AEDB, D. of M. and S., Ottawa, 19 Oct. 194.5.

Automotive Tectmische Zeitung #18. 1938.

Verein Deutscher Ingenieur #7, 1936.

Verein Deutscher 'Ingenieur #21, 193.5.

""hgricul tural Engineering in North America and Germany"
College of Estate Management (London), #6, 1939.
C. Culpin.

Versuche uber die Haftfahigkeit der Schlepperluftreife
auf Schweren Boden

H. Meyer and F. Kiietoth;
Technik in dar Landwirtschaft, Vol. 17,
#1, 1936.

Neue Untersuchungen Am Werkzeugen Zur Bodenbearbeitung
Kuhne, G.,
Technik in der.:tandwirtschaft, Vol. 17,
#6, p. 114, 1936.

Forest Transportation Problems
Dr. Albert Ebner, Institute for Silviculture
and Forest Utilization, Munchen, Germany.
193.5·

Soil Physics Studies with reference to Cultivation by
Scarification

Bornemann
Deut. Landw. Presse, Nos. 47. 50, and 51,
1922.

Theoretical Considerations regarding Factors Influencing
Certain of the So-called Physical Properties of Soils,

P. Ehrenberg, Mitt. Landw. mst. Breslau,
Vol, 4. #3, 1908. .
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Comparative Investigations ot the Cohesive Power of
Different Soils,

H. Puohner, Internat'l Mitt. Bodenk,
Vol. 3, Nos. 2 and 3, 1913.

The Influence of Water Content and Void Space on the
Workability of Soil,

H. Zander, Internat'l Mitt. Bodenk,
Vol. 10, Nos. 3 and 4, 1920.

Militargeographische Angaben uber England Sudkuste,
Berlin, (ISTD), 1940.

Concluding Note:

It is realized that this Bibliography is inoomplete,
not well arranged, and not recorded in the form now
generally adopted for scientifio pUblications. The facilities
available to the Committee do not, howeve~, permit of further
refinements in arrangement at this time. Since this infor
mation is assembled, however, the Committee teels that it
should be made available and so inoludes it in this publi
cation even in its present imperfect form.
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